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GUEST RANCH

IN THE CAPITOL REEF NATIONAL MONUMENT

(A PROPOSED NATIONAL PARK)

Invites you to picturesque Capitol Reef National Monument
country, offering delicious food with fresh vegetables from our
one-acre garden, pure soft spring water and no TV. Special
features include cookouts, 4-wheel-drive station wagon tours
(choice of 12 different 1-day tours), area horseback riding,
geology, photography and early Mormon history sessions.

Let us show you the same country that we did
Joyce Rockwood. See article, "Spanish Gold
in the Henrys", on page 18 of this issue.

Informal Dining . . . Photo by Byron Crader

Comfortable Accommodations . . Photo by Joyce Rockwood

Write for Details
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In Capitol Reef National Monument
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TREASURE
FUN! .,

Metalert turns an
ordinary weekend into
a family adventure.

Going to the beach? Or hunting, fishing
or camping? You can add extra fun to
your next family outing by taking along
a Fisher "Metalert" Treasure Detector.
Who knows, you might bring home a
valuable lost relic; even silver and gold!
• Unsurpassed power and sensitivity

with solid state circuits.
• Easy to use; adjusts and operates

with one hand! Superb physical bal-
ance; arm support.

• Waterproof sensing head completely
submersible. Telescoping shaft for
compact storage and transportation.

• Replaceable transistor battery avail-
able everywhere; built in tester.

Built to the same exacting standards as
Fisher precision instruments for indus-
try and science. Send for complete free
literature. Also, collectors' edition
guidebook "Discoveries From the Past"
sent if you include 50<' postage.

"Metalert" . . . the Finest You Can Buy

FISHER TREASURE DETECTORS
DepartmentDM, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303

A Peek
in the

Publisher's

M AY is a grand month with the
excitement of planning the

summer vacation uppermost in the
minds of many. With this in mind
the current issue was designed for
the people who like to do something
different and plan a little in advance.
Southern Utah and Northern Arizona
offer just about anything a vacationer
could possibly want with matchless
scenery of brilliant hues plus the full
gamut of outdoor recreation. One note
to keep in mind. With the ever-increa-

sing population the demand for accommodations will be greater than ever, and it
is the wise vacationer who plans ahead. The map on page 17 includes all the areas
on which articles were written.

Vandalism has been mentioned several times in this column and at the risk
of becoming boring I would like to cite just one more instance that apalls me. This
time it is cemetery vandalism, which is on the increase. Both California and Nevada
have had an alarming increase of headstone stealing, and the excavation and looting
of graves, during the past few years.

Much of this type of desecration goes unknown because it takes place in
pioneer cemeteries, where there are no living descendants in the vicinity to make the
discovery and report it, and unfortunately, most casual observers "don't want to get
involved" by notifying authorities.

Because there is usually so little evidence left at the scene, law enforcement
agencies have little hope of apprehending these evil doers. About the only possibility
of tracing these criminals is to discover gravestones or other burial artifacts, in their
possession and with this in mind I am reprinting a directive from Nevada City,
California:

$150 REWARD HAVE YOU SEEN THIS TOMBSTONE?

This monument, about 27 inches tall,
has two sides. The reverse side reads:
"Our Darling—Cora May—Died June
23, 1877—They sweetly sleep."

The reward will be paid for informa-
tion leading to the arrest and conviction
of those who stole it from the Historic
Pioneer Cemetery at Red Dog, Nevada
County, California. The theft occured
about the first week of January, 1970.

The monument marked the graves—
and sad memories—of two of the first
children of Thomas P. Blue and his
wife, Philinda.

The 2-year-old baby, Guy, died of a
"scald" from a kettle of boiling liquid.
His little sister took sick and died on a
trip to the East and her little body was
brought back West for burial in the
family plot. Anyone with information regarding the stolen tombstone contact the
Nevada County Sheriff's Department.



Rambling
Hocks

by Glenn and Martha Vargas

THE USE of turquoise as a gem ante-
dates written history. The tur-

quoise of the Old World originated in
the deserts of the Middle East, and is
still mined in Iran, formerly called Persia.
The turquoise is still known as Persian
material. Some of this is the finest to be
found anywhere. New World turquoise
was probably in use before that of the
Old World. The Incas and Aztecs, and
some of the civilizations that predated
them, used the gem for inlaying orna-
ments and other objects of art. Many of
the world's museums contain excellent
examples of the fine workmanship, and
photographs of some of these objects ap-
pear at times in books and periodicals.

The interesting part of the story of
the New World turquoise is that the only
known possible source of the material
used by the ancients is our own desert
southwest. The first mines worked were
probably in what is now New Mexico.
As the use of the gem increased, and the
demand became greater, mines were
opened in areas now occupied by Ari-
zona, Nevada and California. Some of
the mines now producing turquoise were
"discovered" in recent times as preworked
tunnels and shafts. Some contained an-
cient stone and wood tools and other
signs of mining operations.

The method of mining was evidently
very crude, as evidenced by the crude
tools left behind by the operators. The
basis of the mining operation in most
mines was to build a fire around the de-
sired seam and then quench the over-
heated rocks with water. This made small
cracks that could then be opened with
their took. Undoubtedly, the turquoise
was somewhat cracked in the quenching
process, but as small gems were usually
the end product, this probably did not

create a problem. The problem of shap-
ing and polishing the larger pieces that
must have appeared from time to time
was probably much more vexing.

It is not definitely established just who
worked the ancient mines, but it appears
reasonable it was not the South Ameri-
can peoples who used the gems. This
conclusion is based on the fact that near-
ly all tribes of American aborigines exer-
cised territorial rights and usually would
not allow parties of another tribe to cross
their lands. Some type of trade flourished
between nearly all adjoining tribes of
these peoples, thus it is logical to assume
that turquoise was traded southward.

The ramifications of the process must
have been most interesting when one
ponders the situation. The Indians who
lived in the regions containing the mines

probably became miners because of the
demand for the beautiful blue stone.
They needed something from the pro-
vince or provinces to the south, so the
rough material was bartered in that dir-
ection. This trade must have been repeat-
ed many times before the turquoise
reached its final destination. It is very
doubtful that an emissary could have
done the mining, or made the original
trade, and then transported the stone
southward. To carry out such an opera-
tion, the emissary might have had to pay
tribute every time he crossed the border.

All that would have been necessary to
start the trading process would be to con-
vince individuals along the route the ma-
terial had value to the south, and the
flow would start. This was probably fa-
cilitated by the beauty of the material.
Turquoise is one of the few gem materials
that is nearly as beautiful in the rough
as it is in the finished form. It certainly
would be much easier to start a flow of
trade with a beautiful rock, rather than

one that was drab, but later would finish
into a beautiful gem.

How the rough material was fashioned
into gems is probably not completely
known, but various known tools and pre-
sent cutting methods among primitive
peoples give us clues to complete the
story. Turquoise is a fairly soft material,
about 5 to 6 in hardness on a scale of 10.
Sand, being composed of quartz which
is 7, has been used to shape materials
such as turquoise. Sandstone, sand ce-
mented into a rock, could easily have
been used to shape gems of almost any
reasonable form. The use of other slight-
ly porous stone of about 7 in hardness,
and having a smooth surface, would tend
to smooth and even polish the gem. This
type of gem cutting is very crude and
time consuming, but it undoubtedly was
the only obvious method open to these
peoples.

In some parts of the world today,
primitive and even civilized peoples are
fashioning gems with methods that are
not much more highly refined. The lack
of a high lusterous polish probably did
not perturb the ancients, as the material
was very colorful to begin with, and any
shaping or smoothing was a decided im-
provement. A high lusterous polish was
undoubtedly unknown to them, so the
usual results must have been satisfactory.

The present advanced art of the Amer-
ican Indian in his use of turquoise is con-
sidered by some to be a remnant of the
original art of the ancients. There is dis-
agreement on this, and the matter needs
further ethnological investigation. It is
interesting to note, however, the present
use of turquoise by the Indians of the
southwest does not demand a perfectly
cut, highly polished gem. Whether or not
the present art is a remnant of the origin-
al art, the present craftsmen feel that
color, pattern, and an intriguing shape
are the most important features of a tur-
quoise gem. If it is difficult to polish a
gem of this type, then polish becomes
secondary.

This type of elastic thinking allows for
a full expression of the art, both in the
cutting of the gem, and its incorporation
into a piece of jewelry. The ancients took
the same course; that of making the most
of what was at hand, and were not bound
by inflexible tradition that demanded
something that could be attained only on
infrequent intervals. •



Erie Stanley Gardner
What kind of man was Erie Stanley Gardner?

To mystery fans he was the creator of Perry Mason and other fiction books which
were translated into 30 languages and dialects of which more than 170 million sold in
the United States alone.

To the judges of northern California from 1911 to 1916 he was a dynamic trial law-
yer who defended the penniless and friendless—especially the Mexicans and Chinese.

To the unjustly imprisoned he was the originator of the Court of Last Resort through
whose tireless efforts scores of innocent prisoners were paroled.

To convicts he was a champion of prison reform and rehabilitation.

To law enforcement officers he was a friend, authority and counselor on forensic
medicine, criminology and scientific methods of law enforcement.

To those who read his exciting books on the desert and Baja California and articles
on his expeditions in this magazine he was an adventurer and archeologist, probing into
the little-known areas of the West.

To the people of Baja California he was a patron saint, bringing them food, clothing
and supplies—not as a gratuity or handout, but as an expression of his appreciation for
their accepting him into their homes and hearts.

To Erie Stanley Gardner he was a "storyteller" who resigned from his law practice
"to search for more color in life." Ironically, after setting a writing pace unmatched by any
other author, he had to ask himself: "Why does a man become a slave to the very thing
he hoped would set him free?"

To his intimate friends and back country associates, he was "Uncle Erie"—a tireless
explorer who always wanted to know what was around the next desert wash or over the
next mountain . . . a man who instilled excitement with a sense of adventure in others . . .
a man of deep compassion with a sense of individual dignity . . . a man who never lost
his sense of humor nor degraded his fellow man . . . a man who had a natural and simple
love for children and animals and who, in turn, was loved by them.

Uncle Erie's greatest pleasure Was -sitting around an open campfire at night, telling
stories and listening to others and then falling asleep under the stars. He will no longer
physically see those stars for the body of Erie Stanley Gardner died on March 11, 1970.

But for those of us who have a greater physical and spiritual freedom as a result of
having known Erie Stanley Gardner, he is not dead—his compassion, sense of humor and
love of his fellow man will live long after we ourselves have told our last story under the
desert stars.—JACK PEPPER.

Reviews
by Jack Pepper

BAJA CALIFORNIA

By Cliff Cross

For many years Cliff Cross has pub-
lished and brought up to date an excellent
guide to the mainland entitled Mexico,
Auto, Camper and Trailer Guide.

After several years of research and per-
sonal investigation in this "last frontier"
land, he has published a similar guide for
Baja California. "Baja" is a Spanish word
meaning "lower." Like his book on the
mainland, his new guide is well illus-
trated and has excellent detailed maps of
the villages and bays along the 1000-mile
route from the Mexican border to the tip
of Baja.

Approximately 800 miles of this route
is unpaved and should only be traveled
with high-clearance traction vehicles or
four-wheel-drive rigs. Volkswagens and
some high-clearance passenger cars do
make the trip, but the drivers are veterans
of desert driving and evidently do not
mind a broken axle or loss of an oil pan.

In addition to travel information, Cross
gives the best fishing spots and a history
of the areas. I have long said the only
guide book to Baja is Gerhard and Gu-
lick's Lower California Guide Book. I
now recommend anyone going to Baja
should also include Cross's new book.
Armed with both books, you can't miss
the roads—and can't miss having the time
of your life.

Large format, well illustrated, heavy
paperback, 170 pages, $3.50.

LOST LEGENDS OF THE WEST
By Brad Williams and Choral Pepper

All historians are not agreed it was
Horace Greeley who advised young men
to "go West." Regardless of the advice—
which again may or may not have been
wise—the "West" meant a geographical
area of the United States.

When authors today write about the
(Continued on Page 34)



Desert Magazine Book Shop
METAL DETECTOR HANDBOOK by Art Lassagne,
2nd edition. Includes history, operating tech-
niques, interpretation of signals, and Directory
of Manufacturers. One of the most complete
handbooks of its kind. Paperback, 65 pages.
$3.00.

DEATH VALLEY U.S.A. by Kenneth Alexander.
An excellent photographer, the author presents
the moods and history of Death Valley through
his pictures and descriptive text. One of the
best quality books published on Death Valley.
Beautiful gift. Large 9 x 1 1 format, quality
paper, profusely illustrated, hardcover, $8.50.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA by the Editors of Sun-
set Books. An illustrated guide to Southern Cali-
fornia, this is another in Sunset Books series. It
presents in capsule form most of the interesting
places to visit in the Southland. Heavy paper-
back, 8 x 1 1 format, 128 pages, $1.95.

GUIDE FOR INSULATOR COLLECTORS by John
C. Tibbitts. This is the third and final book on
insulators by veteran bottle collector John Tib-
bitts. This third book has a revised price list
and index to insula.ors described in the pre-
vious two volumes. However, each volume de-
scribes insulators not shown in the other books,
so for a complete roundup of all insulators, all
three volumes are needed. Books are paper-
back, averaging 120 pages, illustrated with
artists drawings, $3.00 EACH. WHEN ORDER-
ING BE SURE TO STATE VOLUME NUMBER: ONE.
TWO or THREE.

BODIE: GHOST TOWN 1968 by Thomas W.
Moore. This book could very well be titled
Ghost Town, U.S.A. for the author-photographer
has captured the moods of the past and present
of Bodie, typical of the hundreds of the once
boisterous mining camps of the West. His imag-
inative text and outstanding four-color and
black and white photographs make this an im-
portant volume in Western Americana collections.
Large 9 x 1 2 format, full-page photographs on
quality paper, hardcover, $8.50.

CALIFORNIA, A Guide to the Golden State.
Edited by Harry Hansen and newly revised, it
contains an encyclopedia of facts from early
Ways up to the Space Age. Mile by mile de-
scriptions to camping spots and commercial ac-
commodations. Maps. Hardcover, $8.95.

JEEP TRAILS TO COLORADO GHOST TOWNS by
Robert L. Brown. An illustrated, detailed, infor-
mal history of life in the mining camps deep in
Colorado Rockies. Fifty-eight towns are included
the almost inaccessible mountain fastness of the
as examples of the vigorous struggle for exist-
ence in the mining camps of the West. 239
pages, illustrated, end sheet map. Hardcover
$5.50.

WHEN ORDERING BOOKS
PLEASE

Add 50 cents PER ORDER
(Not Each Book)

for handling and mailing

CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ALSO
ADD 5 PERCENT SALES TAX

Send check or money order to Desert Maga-
zine Book Shop, Palm Desert, California
92260. Sorry, but we cannot accept charges

or C.O.D. orders.

ARIZON/

TRAVEL GUIDE TO ARIZONA

By the EDITORS OF SUNSET BOOKS
A completely revised edition, this travel
guide to Ariiona is a clear and concise
look at the people, way of life and the
scenic attractions of the western state.
New maps, photographs and descriptive
material provide travel data on the
Grand Canyon, Navajo-Hopi Indian coun-
try, Southwestern Arizona and the state's
many akes, rivers and main cities. Large
format, four-color cover, heavy paper-
back, 96 pages.

$1.95

MAMMALS OF DEEP CANYON by R. Mark Ryan.
A study of the habits of more than 40 animals
living in the Deep Canyon Research Area in the
Colorado Desert. The site was selected because
its ecology is typical of deserts throughout the
world. Paperback, illustrated, 137 pages, $2.95.

LOWER CALIFORNIA GUIDE BOOK by Gerhard
and Gulick. The authors have revised the third
edition to bring it up to date. Veteran travelers
in Baja California would not venture south of
the border without this authoritative volume. It
combines the fascinating history of every loca-
tion, whether it be a town, mission or aban-
doned ranch, with detailed mileage maps and
locations of gasoline supplies, water and other
needed information on Baja. 243 pages with
three-color folded map, 16 detailed route maps,
4 city maps, 22 illustrations. Hardcover $6.50.

SUN, SAND AND SOLITUDE by Randall Hender-
son. For more than 50 years Randall Henderson
has traveled across the deserts of the West until
today he is known as the voice and prophet of
this region of mystery, solitude and beauty.
Founder of Desert Magazine in 1931, he has de-
voted his life to understanding the great out-
doors. His second and latest book is a culmin-
ation of his experiences, thoughts and philoso-
phy. Hardcover, deluxe format, deckle-edged
paper, 16 pages full color, excellent illustrations,
$7.95.

EXPLORING CALIFORNIA BYWAYS — DESERT
COUNTRY by Russ Leadabrand. The author takes
you on 1 1 trips through the desert country of
California, including both passenger car and
four-wheel-drive excursions. An excellent and
authoratative writer, he also brings in historical
background. This is Volume Three. Volume One
covers the Kings Canyon to the Mexican Border
and Volume Two, trips around Los Angeles. All
are paperback, well illustrated with photos and
detailed maps. Each book is $1.95. WHEN OR-
DERING BE CERTAIN TO STATE VOLUME NUM-
BER: ONE, TWO or THREE.

MINES OF DEATH VALLEY by L. Burr Belden.
About fabulous bonanzas, prospectors and lost
mines. Paperback. $1.95.

ANZA-BORREGO DESERT GUIDE by Horace Par-
ker. Third edition of this well-illustrated and
documented book is enlarged considerably. Tops
among guidebooks, it is equally recommended
for research material in an area that was crossed
by Anza, Kit Carson, the Mormon Battalion,
'49ers, Railroad Survey parties, Pegleg Smith, the
Jackass Mail, Butterfield Stage, and today's
adventurous tourists. 139 pages, cardboard
cover, $3.50.

BAJA CALIFORNIA by Joseph Wood Krutch,
Photographs by Eliot Porter. Baja California is
the stage selected by the author and photo-
grapher to present their moving and graphic
appeal to keep certain areas of the world in
their natural state so man can continue to have
the time and place to find peace in a silent
world. Heavy paperback, 73 four-color photo-
graphs, 160 pages, $3.95.

HISTORY OF THE SIERRA NEVADA by Francis P.
Farquharn. A lively history of the Spaniards,
Argonauts, pioneers, military troops and rail-
road builders who conquered the rugged Sierra
Nevada Mountains which formed an early-day
400-mile-long barrier along the California and
Nevada border. Paperback, illustrated, 262
pages, $2.65.

THE CAHUILLA INDIANS by Harry James. A com
paratively small and little known tribe, the
Cahuilla Indians played an important part in
the early settlement of Southern California.
Today the Cahuilla Indians are active in social
and civic affairs in Riverside County and own
valuable property in and around Palm Springs.
Long out of print, this revised edition is the
only authentic and complete history of these
native Americans. Hardcover, illustrated, 185
pages, $7.50.

30,000 MILES IN MEXICO by Nell Murbarger.
Joyous adventures of a trip by pick-up camper
made by two women from Tijuana to Guate-
mala. Folksy and entertaining, as well as in-
structive to others who might make the trip,
Hardcover, 309 pages, $6.00.

100 ROADSIDE FLOWERS by Natt N. Dodge. A
companion book to his 100 DESERT WILDFLOW-
ERS, this book lists 100 flowers growing in the
4,500 to 7,000 foot levels. Like the companion
book, every flower is illustrated in 4-color
photographs. Excellent to carry in car during
weekend trips for family fun. Paperback, 64
pages, $1.50.

DEATH VALLEY BOOKS

Published by the Death Valley '49ers these
five volumes have been selected by '49ers
as outstanding works on the history of Death
Valley. All are durable paperback on slick
stock.

A NATURALIST'S DEATH VALLEY (Revised edi-
tion) by Edmund C. Jaeger, ScD $1.50

MANLY AND DEATH VALLEY. Symbols of Des-
tiny, by Ardis Manly Walker $1.25

GOODBYE, DEATH VALLEY! The story of the
Jayhawker Party, by L. Burr Belden $1.50

CAMELS AND SURVEYORS IN DEATH VALLEY
By Arthur Woodward $2.00
DEATH VALLEY TALES by 10 different au-
thors $1.25

FOR COMPLETE BOOK CATALOG WRITE TO DESERT MAGAZINE, PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA 92260



AT WILLOW SPRINGS, 17 miles north
. of Cameron, Arizona, there are ap-

proximately 100 signatures legible on old
tablets of rock along a narrow canyon
trail on which pioneers inscribed their
names and the dates of their visits from
1873 to 1890.

Some chiseled their signatures rough-
ly, indicating a minimum of time in
which to stop, rest and sign before mov-
ing ahead. Many carved their autographs
carefully, suggesting a longer stay for
making deft cuts in the rock. A few art-
fully carved their names revealing extra
leisure for aesthetic expression.

Although just a small stream seeping
out of the rocky hillside, Willow Springs
had undoubtedly served a number of
people passing through the north-central
Arizona desert. The spring was one of the
few watering places between the Little
and the Colorado Rivers. Even prehistoric
man paused and pecked his symbol into
the ancient ledgers.

It was a spring day when we found
ourselves speculating on these inscrip-
tions along the rising, ruddy-colored
walls hemming in Willow Springs. We
had found the chiseled signatures by ac-
cident while searching throughout that

by Mildred Hooper

morning for prehistoric petroglyphs at
the base of northern Arizona's Echo
Cliffs.

Other evidences suggested more of the
significance of Willow Springs. An erod-
ed trail, indented with deep ruts, sug-
gested the passage of many covered
wagons. And an old tire iron planted at
the side of a bridge gulley marked a pre-
ferable route over which the wagons
could pass.

Several hundreds yards from the rock
inscriptions were the crumbling ruins of
an old rock building. Carved under an
overhanging rock in the canyon was the
phrase: "OH THAT MEN WOULD
PRAISE THE LORD FOR HIS GOOD-
NESS AND FOR HIS WONDERFUL
WORKS."

We were eager to learn who the people
were who had stopped at Willow Springs.
Why had they traveled through such
desolate, primitive territory? Did these
people of obvious fortitude accomplish
their mission? It took us a year to finally
find an answer to our questions.

Our quest for information began at a
nearby hogan. English-speaking Navajos
had passed the inscriptions many times
but knew nothing of their origin. Next



we visited the old Mormon graveyard in
Tuba City, a few miles away. Several
proper names on the tombstones corres-
ponded to those names at Willow Springs.

The Mormon Geneological Branch Li-
brary in Mesa, Arizona directed us to
Jesse Nelson Perkins III and his sister
and family historian, Mrs. Rhoda Perkins
Wakefield. In their Mesa home the
Willow Springs story was revealed.

Perkins and his sister were amazed to
learn the signatures of four Perkinses on
the walls at Willow Springs were those
of their father and of three of their
uncles.

Mrs. Wakefield produced an unpub-
lished journal recorded by a fourth uncle,
Brigham Young Perkins. It described the
first Mormon migration southward from
Utah into Arizona. The route was by the
way of Willow Springs. Some of the
names and dates tallied with inscriptions
on the "ledgers."

Recalling the story which had been
told to her, Mrs. Wakefield said, "Brig-
ham Young called about 100 missionaries
to Salt Lake City. They met in the old
tabernacle where Young asked the men
to make settlements on the Little Colo-
rado River and its tributaries."

(Continued on Page 36)

Ruins of the old
combined fort and
trading post are seen
in center. Wagon
trail from Lee's Ferry
followed along base
of Echo Cliffs in
background. Photo by
C. R. Hooper.

ONLY GOLD LOOKS LIKE GOLD!
ONLY THE WHITE'S S-63 TR DELUXE offers these outstanding features:

ALL TRANSISTORIZED SOLID STATE CIRCUITRY
No finer instrument ^ SENSITIVE WATERPROOF LOOP CAN BE USED IN WATER
available at this price! ^ g ^ ^ . SIMPLE TO OPERATE if EASY BUDGET TERMS

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE

$179.50

Locate coins, jewelry, relics, natural gold, and silver nuggets.
This "quality-engineered" detector features an all-transistor,

solid state circuitry, waterproof 3-in-l loop; and ease
of operation. Send for FREE LITERATURE

RoomUse your BankAmericard or Master Charge

WHITE'S ELECTRONICS, INC.

1 2 1

1011 Pleasant Valley Rd.
Sweet Home, Oregon 97386

HYDRAULIC

CONTROL

_D0WN FOR TRAVEL SAFETY. Wind resistance is reduced with Alaskan's low profile in highway
• t ravel . Gas mileage is increased and crosswind cut down. With lowered top, passengers ride in

luxurious comfort.

A l I P FOR LIVING COMFORT. Alaskan camper top, operated by patented hydraulic system, is raised
in seconds. (Let a child do it, and see how easy it is.) Safety lock prevents accidental lowering.
Weather-tight, walk-in quarters completely furnished. Three-burner stove, stainless steel sink,
cabinets, icebox, beds, plus many other luxury features.

8 ft. and 10 ft. models. Sold and installed only at Alaskan Camper factories at factory prices.
Also available at authorized factory outlets.

Write today to the factory nearest you for free folder describing the most advanced camper on the road

R. D. HALL MFG., INC., 9847 Glenoaks Blvd.,
Sun Valley, (San Fernando Valley)
California 91352, Dept. Dl
Factory Outlet: ALASKAN CAMPER SALES, INC.,
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DESERT
H A N G d n

W
HEN IT comes to desert living
with the least work, Macrotus

("big ears") californicns, the California
Leaf-Nosed Bat really has the system.

This fellow is a dweller in caves and
deserted mine tunnels; in grottos, in
covered recesses under big bridge spans.
None of the usual bat style squeezing
into cracks and crevices or creeping under
house shingles for him. He likes elbow
room — a cavity large enough to fly
around in and a good big ceiling area to
look over for a roosting spot.

For Macrotus is a hanger-upper — a
genus who goes soundly asleep dangling
head down hung up by the claws of the
hind feet, or if he feels like it, by only
one foot. Hung up nearby are friends
and relations, each spaced apart from the
other. These bats like company and plen-
ty of it, but being individualists, they
keep their roosting distance.

Now cave and grotto and old mine liv-
ing is just the thing for desert locations,
for inside such places the temperature is
cool in summer (84 F inside, 110 in the
shade outside) and moderate in winter.
Congregating thus simplifies social prob-
lems, proximity removing the need for
long wooing safaris. So the old popula-
tion rolls along with the minimum of
effort.

Pendant hanging takes a bit of doing
since the foothold must be secure, yet
the body is relaxed, permitting the bat to
rest not only during the summer days, but
during the months of torpid inactivity
during winter.

So how does Mac do it? Biologist
Vaughan set about finding out. Using
high, speed photography plus a lot of hard
anatomical work on bones and muscles,
W

he produced findings that not only made
his study a classic, but pointed out this
bat's great efficiency for desert living.

Take coming in for a landing, for ex-
ample. This entails a remarkable perform-
ance, for Mac has to do a precision job
of parking among other parked bats, and
it takes a real sense of distance and judg-
ment of speed, plus flight mastery. Zoom-
ing in on the level to within a few inches
of the ceiling, he makes a sudden sharp
upward swoop, a fancy half-roll, a reach
with the hind feet, and the claws connect,
gripping the ceiling. A bit of wing fold-
ing, and he's set.

He actually lands at a good clip, yet
the shock problem is neatly handled by
body shock absorbers. These consist of

especially big muscles that double up the
rear of his body, pulling the pelvis for-
ward as he lands, curving that section of
the backbone and bracing it with a firm
but elastic hold. The impact blow travels
up his legs through his pelvis, loses force
in the elastically arched back, and is ab-
sorbed finally in the muscles.

The claws themselves make the most
of the slightest roughness in the ceiling
because they are so strongly hooked. Even
when the bat is sound asleep, this grip is
maintained by muscles in his legs which
extend the feet, holding the toes firmly
against the ceiling. The claws can't slip.

Old Mac, hanging head downwards,
wings loosely folded, may let go with one
foot, and using his toenails, carefully
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comb his fur, neating up here and there
before relaxing completely and drifting
off to sleep the hot day hours away.

Belonging to the brotherhood of night-
time operators, these leaf-nosed bats (so
called because of folds of naked skin
decorating that portion of their faces)
emerge around an hour after sunset, com-
ing out a few at a time. Take-off from
the roost is done without jostling the
neighbors, simply by letting go of the
ceiling, dropping in a downward swoop,
and straightening into a level flight.

The foraging system usual to insect-
eating bats is a fast flight, erratic and
high, whereby insects are caught on the
wing. Thanks to a built-in radar system
developed millions of years ago, bats

The fierce little face
of the leaf-nosed
bat (above) and
the dramatic
photo of the bat
in flight (left)
were captured on film
by L. T). Schooler in
Blythe, California.

•
utilize sound waves to avoid hitting ob-
stacles. As the bat flies, he emits a series
of high pitched cries. These sound waves
travel out, bounce off objects and return
to be heard again by the feat in time to
sheer off. Keen hearing is a necessity,
and Mac has it not only in his big sensi-
tive ears, but also in especially well de-
veloped brain centers devoted to receiv-
ing sound information and acting quickly
upon it.

But he puts his bat equipment to use
in his own way in food foraging, a way
particularly suited to his desert environ-
ment, and one that gets big food results,
yet involves him in little work. Zoologist
Huey, checking stomach contents in his

investigation of the food habits of these
bats, found to his astonishment almost
entirely ground beetles, caterpillars and
various insects that can't fly at all, and
insects such as grasshoppers, butterflies
and dragonflies that rest in foliage at
night, being daytime flyers.

So, he concluded, Mac must help him-
self to beetles and the like as these in-
sects crawl about bare ground at night,
and he must also hunt through the scrag-
gly desert shrubs for poorly hidden sleep-
ing insects. Such conduct, obviously, is
offbeat in bat circles.

And indeed, Huey was right, as
Vaughan's study showed, for while other

11
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bats zoom around upstairs, Mac is low
flying, never more than 10 feet off the
ground, and when actively foraging,
only 3 feet or less above it.

He thus ends up with a more selective
diet: a few big insects rather than the
thousands of tiny ones scooped up by
the high flying bats. But big ones fill
stomachs faster. Foraging less than two
hours total time, he has time to spare for
loafing and resting.

Mac makes his capture with his mouth,
also using the skin between his legs and
tail spread open to form a kind of basket
to help hold the insect while he gets a
better tooth hold. Finding a secluded
spot, he hangs himself up by a foot, and
proceeds to dine, discarding the tough
parts and eating only the choice pieces.
Equipped with many small teeth in both
jaws, and with molars whose sharp points

Bullfrog Resort
and Marina

IN THE CENTER OF
WONDERFUL LAKE POWELL

EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR A FUN-FILLED VACATION

• Travel trailer hookups

• Modern mobile home units

• Groceries, snacks, supplies

• Day & overnight tours

• Houseboat rentals

• Boat rentals

• Open & Covered boat slips

• Boat & auto gas & repairs

for complete
information write:

BULLFROG MARINA
231 East 4th South,
Salt Lake City, Utah
84111 (801) 355-2991

Overlooking the Glen Canyon Dam and Spectacular Lake Powell Scenery

GLEN CANYON MOTEL
PAGE, ARIZONA

RESERVATIONS: (602) 645-2451
Or Contact Any Best Western Motel

American Oil, Diners' Club, Carte Blanche, American Express

Mr. and Mrs. Deward L. Hall, Managers
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are especially good at cutting up hard
shelled insects, he does a thorough job.
Then, off for the next course.

Because business is so good in the im-
mediate environs, his hunting range is
small, no long flying necessary. His
night's work seems to involve two main
periods of dining: one early in the even-
ing followed by hours of night loafing,
and the second feeding an hour or so
before sunrise. Thus his stomach is well
filled just before he retires to the day-
time roost in the home cave or tunnel.

Key to success in Mac's style of forag-
ing is a low, easy maneuverable flight.
Like all bats, Mac has wings made of
skin stretched between the bones of his
fingers. The thumb itself is short with a
hooked nail; the other fingers are enorm-
ously lengthened and spread out to make
a supporting framework that is at once
very strong and very moveable. The wing
membrane goes on up the arm to the body
and back to the legs. In most species,
Mac's included, there is a stretch of it be-
tween the legs and tail.

Short and broad with a big surface,
Mac's wings are designed for extra man-
euverability, and are excellent for low
speed flight. His wings can beat in the
many different angles demanded by his
twisting, turning maneuvers because of an
unusual amount of movement in his arm
bones. Outsized muscles that raise the
wings and turn the arm bones are divided
into two parts in this bat, and attached
differently, which not only greatly in-
creases the range of wing action in his
species, but allow greater precision
control.

In addition, this fellow can actually
hover, flying upward only strongly
enough to balance gravity pull. Almost
vertical in the air, his tail membrane
spread for lift, and his wings moving in
fast tiny beats, he can hang in the air
for several seconds at a time—just the
thing for locating insects tramping
around on the ground or half hidden in
desert vegetation.

Sooner or later scientists get around to
looking into the domestic affairs of ani-
mals, and Zoologist Bradshaw, taking up
the matter with bats living in a old mine
tunnel near Silverbell, Arizona, found
some unusual and interesting facts. Gear-
ed to the business of living their style,
California Leaf-Nosed reproduction is an-



other reason for their easy life as desert
dwelling bats.

It seems that while Leaf-Noses occu-
pied the tunnel in considerable numbers,
the gents in the spring and early summer
live in small groups in quiet bachelor
quarters, away from the noisy females
and young. Come July and August, the
males begin physiologically to prepare
for the coming season, being ready, will-
ing and able by September, at which time
they rejoin the ladies.

The whole bat community is now con-
gregated in one happy group, and put in
some three months of socializing. By the
end of November, fertilization has taken
place, embryos started to form.

But winter is practically here at this
point and this is no time for young bats
to be born. So what happens is "delayed
development" wherein few cells are actu-
ally added to the embryo during the win-
ter. Probably the female's low tempera-
ture during cold weather torpidity slows
down the process.

By March, however, the tempo picks
up. The embryo develops at a good rate
during April and May when the bats are
out and active, and by June, the young-
sters are on the scene. Counted back-
wards as is the wont at such times, it is
seen that the total gestation period of
Mac's kind is about 8 months. But due
to this stalling around, the work can be
accomplished early, development well
started while the bats are out of circula-
tion, and the young born at the most fa-
vorable time of year. Simple and easy,
this system is also a big advantage in
desert living.

Care of the youngsters is kept simple,
too. They arrive well formed at birth with
milk teeth, which sharp and recurved are
used together with claws for hanging
onto Ma's fur during the first few days.
After this, the young are hung up on the
ceiling by themselves. They live on their
mother's milk for about a month at the
end of which time their permanent teeth
are in. They can now go catch their own
insects, and so cease to be a bother to the
old folks.

What with housing problems solved,
food finding made easy even under harsh
environmental conditions, and family re-
sponsibility kept to a minimum, no won-
der California Leaf-Noses are such suc-
cessful desert bats. They really have it
made. •
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Lake
Powell

Adventure
by Jack Pepper

As I STOOD on a ledge 75 feet below
the surface of Lake Powell and

peered into a giant cave I wondered if
this might be one of the crevices explor-
ed by John Wesley Powell during his
famous Colorado River trip a century ago.

My underwater exploration of this
giant man-made lake on the Arizona-Utah
border was three years ago when I used
SCUBA underwater gear to search—be-
fore the rising waters of Lake Powell be-
came too deep—for inscriptions made by
Major Powell.

I was not exactly looking for a needle
in a haystack, since my guide was Earl
Johnson, veteran river-runner, who had
photographed some of the Powell mark-
ings before they were covered with water.
Despite Earl's pinpointing the site from
the surface and the excellent underwater

visibility, swift currents defeated my at-
tempted discovery.

Last fall I returned to Lake Powell for
a four-day surface exploration and fish-
ing trip. The ledge on which I stood three
years previously was more than 200 feet
below the surface and thus now is ex-
plored only by catfish and bass.

When Major Powell led the first or-
ganized expedition of white men down
the Green and Colorado Rivers in 1869
to gather scientific data, the one-armed
explorer did not dream that less than one
hundred years later the $325,000,000
Glen Canyon Dam would tame the turbu-
lent river and create one of the largest
man-made lakes in the world.

Started in 1963 and dedicated in 1967,
the 710-foot high concrete structure backs
up the Colorado River waters which have

gradually inundated the canyonlands be-
tween Utah and Arizona, creating a lake
186 miles long with 1800 miles of shore
line in which there is nine trillion gal-
lons of water—and hundreds of thou-
sands of hungry fish just waiting for a
lure.

Although I had fished Lake Powell
and had been overwhelmed by its inde-
scribable beauty on several prior occa-
sions, it had been in large boats with
other people. This time I decided to use
a 19-foot inboard so I could explore the
hundreds of small canyons and tributaries,
many of which had never been seen by
white man until the encroaching waters
of the lake made it possible to get into
the isolated areas.

It took only two days of easy driving
to tow my 19-foot Donzie the 600 miles
from Palm Desert, California to Page,
Arizona—a delightful community which
overlooks the dam and offers complete
services to visitors and tourists.

My trip took me through Flagstaff,
Arizona and across the western section of
the Navajo Indian Reservation where I
stopped at several Indian trading posts.

For those living in the Los Angeles
and central California areas another route
of about the same distance is Interstate
15 through Las Vegas, Nevada to St.
George, Utah where good paved roads
connect U. S. 89 to Page. This scenic
route takes you through Kanab, Utah and
the colorful Vermillion Cliffs.

From Page, I drove across the Glen
Canyon Bridge, the world's highest steel
arch span from which you have a spec-
tacular view of Lake Powell on the north
and the Colorado River on the south side.
On the west end of the bridge is the
Visitors Center for the Glen Canyon Re-
creation Area of the National Park Ser-
vice. Information on the lake and tours
through the dam can be obtained here.

As I drove the last few miles to the
Wahweap Lodge and Marina along the
top of the Wingate Sandstone cliffs above
the lake I stopped to photograph the sun-
set. The contrast of a myriad of blue,
yellow, green and red colors caused my
light meter to act like a beserk computer.

Glen Canyon Dam holds back
Colorado River to form hake Powell.
Highway bridge across river
in foreground.



Largest natural stone arch
in the world, Rainbow
Bridge is 309 feet high and
278 feet wide. All photos
by the author.
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Wahweap Marina with Lodge and camping areas in background.

Finally, I gave up and quietly enjoyed
Nature's kaleidoscope.

I arrived at the Wahweap Lodge in
time to have dinner with Art Greene,
founder and president of Wahweap
Canyon Tours, and Harry Goulding, his
cousin and founder of Goulding's Trad-
ing Post and Lodge in Monument Valley.

Born and raised in the West, these two
pioneers grew up in the Navajo country
as ranchers, traders, river-runners and
successful businessmen. Today, they are
semi-retired, devoting their time to the
Navajo Indians. The lives of these two
men and the part they played in the de-
velopment of Arizona and Utah would
fill several volumes.

The Wahweap Lodge and Marina is a
complete resort community overlooking

• the south end of Lake Powell. It consists
of the Lodge with more more than 100
rooms and suites, a motel on the high-
way above, plus trailer and mobile home
sites for overnight, weekly or monthly
stays. The lodge has a gift shop, drug
store, an Indian trading post and cock-
tail bar and restaurant. Prices are excep-
tionally reasonable.

Tn the same area is a trailer and camper
site administered by the National Park
Service for overnight and weekly accom-
modations. The Park Service also main-
tains the free cement launching ramp
which will handle boats of any size. Ad-
joining the ramp is the Wahweap Marina
and Canyon Tours which has a complete
supply of marine and camping goods,
rental boats, including houseboats, and

The floating marina at the entrance to Rainbow Bridge.

provides one-day and overnight boat ex-
cursions to Rainbow Bridge and other
parts of Lake Powell.

From the marina, Lake Powell serpen-
tines 186 miles through some of the most
spectacular scenery I have ever seen. The
colors of the rock layers, which centuries
ago were under a vast inland sea, vary
from brilliant reds to a myriad of pastels
whose depth of color changes from sun-
rise to sunset.

The layers of Navajo, Carmel, Win-
gate and Entrada Sandstone, streaked with
manganese seepage, are made even more
brilliant by the contrasts of the blue and
green waters of the lake. The only way to
capture this color on film is to use dif-
ferent filters, hold your breath and
bracket. I usually close down a half or
full stop under my light meter reading
. . . but I still bracket up and down.

To capture the true color of Lake Pow-
ell and comprehend the vastness of this
aquatic wonderland and its surrounding
mesas and monoliths, you should see it
both from the water and the air—where
you will see how insignificant you are in
relation to Nature and, once on the lake,
all the canyons you want to explore.

So the next morning, after putting my
boat in the water and getting my camp-
ing gear boat-shape, I drove back to Page
and the airport.

I was greeted by Royce Knight, owner
and operator of Page Aviation, whom I
first met in 1964 when he flew me over
the Colorado when it was just forming
Lake Powell. A veteran aviator and a
"photographer's pilot," Royce knows
how to bank a plane at the right height
and how to keep the sun at the best angle.

Royce runs scenic flights over Utah and
Arizona for individuals or family groups.
His prices are very reasonable and more
than worth the fantastic geographical
picture you get from seeing this part of
America from the air.

Two hours after takeoff and with four
rolls of exposed color and black and
white film on which I recorded several
natural bridges, including the famous
Rainbow Bridge, and the water-filled
canyons where prehistoric Indians once
lived, I was back at the marina and head-
ed for the giant lake which only an hour
earlier had appeared as a slender blue-
colored pendant from 1000 feet above.

(Continued on Pctge 38)
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For general information and
public services in and around Lake
Powell, write to: National Park Ser-
vice, Glen Canyon National Recrea-
tion Area, Page, Arizona 86040.
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SPANISH €TOLO
Is the legend of the "Old

Spanish Mine" in Utah's

Henry Mountains true?

Did Indian slaves revolt,

slaying their Spanish mas-

ters, and then put a curse

on those who sought the

gold? Did a Yankee engin-

eer find the mine only to

die before he could reap

the bonanza?

EVERY so often I panic, like a deer
catching the scent of smoke, and

take off for some spot as far as I can get
from the raging fires of civilization. One
of my favorite refuges is the Henry
Mountains in southeastern Utah.

The Henrys have splendid subalpine
meadows and cool grasslands reaching
toward summits over two miles above sea
level. Rich forests, yawning canyons, and
wild cliff faces decorate shoulders of
the five peaks. A trip through these
scenic beauties stirs up many questions,
for the Henrys are full of secrets.

Why do geologists say these peaks are

really volcanoes that never erupted? How
can anyone tell the range is growing an
inch a year? What made mapmakers so
slow in finding the range? (Until 1878
they were merely known as the "Un-
known Mountains.") Who were the early
explorers purported to have found gold
here and taken some back to Spain?
Where is that fabled vein and when will"
it be found again?

For me, the Henry Mountains really
begin 50 miles to the west. On a hilltop
above Pleasant Creek, Lurt and Alice
Knee have built their Sleeping Rainbow
Guest Ranch. At the end of the day the

An educated Yankee engineer turned miner F. T. Wolverton,
lived in this cabin (above) which he built in 1916 while digging for gold ore

and constructing the mill (right) which he finished in 1928. Today the
abandoned and isolated area of the Henry Mountains is visited by few people.
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THS HENRYS
sun colors the peak of Mount Ellen,
and the breathtaking Alpenglo is seen
through a frame of red sandstone.

On each visit to the Sleeping Rainbow
something new turns up. Most recently
it was an old mining mill Lurt had heard
about, high on the slopes of Mount Pen-
nell. One pleasant morning found a party
of us heading out to find it. The desert
scenery from the ranch to the foot of the
Henrys is striking and rugged. Ranches
or settlements of any kind are scattered
and few. The one and only through road
was blacktopped a very few years ago.
A generation back, the distance we cov-
ered in an hour would have consumed
several days. Four generations ago, there
were neither roads nor travelers. Settlers
first came in the 1870s.

Once past the great flat mesas which

serve as foothills, the road climbs quick-
ly into a fresh, green world. Higher still,
the panoramas widened, showing dram-
atic patterns in the corrugated terrain.
There seemed no place for man in the
vast rocky empire from the San Rafael
Swell, south along the Waterpocket Fold,
with volcanic-capped Thousand Lake and
Boulder Mountains shouldering into the
sky to the west in Utah's High Plateau
Country.

Around a few more turns of the road
we came on a herd of buffalo; some 50
bulls, cows and light brown calves. One
big old fellow, with shaggy goatee and
thick coat, ambled over to an open spot,
rolled in the dust with a flourish of
hooves and horns, and then shook him-
self. Lurt inched the car closer and we
photographed them. But after a few shots

by Joyce Rockwood

they took alarm and went thundering
down a slope.

At noon we found a lunch spot near a
stream, deep in the forest with spruce,
fir and yellow pine. When we were clear
of the trees again and passing under the
rocky abutment called The Horn, we
could see storms brewing, moving in
from more than one direction. For the
rest of the day we played hide-and-seek
with heavy rain clouds.

It was afternoon when we reached
Coyote Benches and started up a little-
used road along Straight Creek. At the
end of the road were two small cabins
in a clearing, used by miners when they
work on mining claims.

The cabins were the first signs of man
up here in the mountains and seeing them
in this secret place brought a thrill of
anticipation. Could we be coming close to
the heart of the secret ?

We hiked through an open forest, go-
ing steadily up with rocky pinnacles
marking the head of the canyon under
the peak of Mount Pennell. How many
feet, we wondered, had followed this
little trail which is wiped clean of foot-
prints by each winter's snow?

Stories of early Spanish exploration in
the Southwest indicate they went into
more remote spots than written records
show. Human bones, a date or name
scratched in some unexpected place sup-
port the theory. The "Old Spanish Mine"
in the Henrys is one of those mixtures of
fact and fancy.

A long time ago, the tale goes, Span-
iards were led to a rich vein of gold by
Indian guides. The Spaniards were cruel
taskmasters, branding the Indians, work-
ing them until they dropped. The na-
tives rebelled, driving away any white
men they failed to kill. The mine open-
ing was closed and hidden. The medicine
men cursed it, promising misfortune and
death to anyone who found or revealed
the vein.
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Authorized
JEEP

Sales and Service
LARGEST SUPPLY OF

NEW AND USED JEEP PARTS
IN THE WEST.

Looking for a Jeep—Try us!
BRIAN CHUCHUA'S

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE CENTER
Dept. DM 1625 S. Harbor Blvd.

Fullerton, California

$$ TREASURE $$
New revolutionary analytical
transistorized metal detector
will distinguish a gold bar from
a tin can. No more unnecessary
digging for tin cans, nails, bottle
caps, etc. Also features push
button tuning, automatic tuning,
loudspeaker. Negligible ground
pickup. Greatest detection range,
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MONUMENT Vxlley
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YEAR ROUND TRIPS INCLUDE:
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As the years passed, Indians told the
story around their campfires, handing it
down from one generation to another.
Eventually white men returned to the
region and heard the story. The search
has gone on ever since. We had just de-
cided that maybe it had been found and
reworked when the trail brought us to
the old Wolverton Mill. It is an amazing
structure even though great slabs of
shingled roof have broken off under the
weight of snow and only parts of the
building are left standing.

Still intact and so finely balanced, the
25-foot pine wheel stirs into motion at
the push of a hand. It must have groaned
and creaked at work. An ingeniously
placed chamber for food was cooled by
the breeze as the water dropped behind.
Power was transferred by a masterfully
engineered series of gears, arms, and
bars to the huge grinding stone. When
that moved slowly, round and round,
the whole forest must have echoed to the
rumble and shriek of ore being broken.

Wolverton built the mill almost single-
handedly. He cut and dragged big pines
into place on his own back, using a
shoulder harness. The marks of his ax are
on the stripped wood. Wood was shaped
and fitted to make the strong wheels,
then bolted and hung in position. It
looks like the work of some giant.

E. T. Wolverton, a Yankee, brought
his family to Utah in 1900. He was an
engineer, versatile, capable and untiring.
He developed a ranch near Green River,
built boats and operated them on the
Green and Colorado Rivers, hauling man-
ganese, copper, iron, deer hunters, fisher-
men and tourists. He was a literate man
and wrote papers on his research into
Legends, Traditions, and Early History
of the Henry Mountains. He knew the
stories of the old mine.

Soon after coming into the region,
Wolverton prospected in the mountains.
He found the aftermath of the gold rush
of 1890 when a little boom town, Eagle
City, flourished briefly. Only a few old-
timers were left, trying to support them-
selves with panning. There were claims
over on Straight Creek where he wanted
to file his claims. He had to wait until
1916 before they were clear. Then he
began the tremendous task which was to
occupy him for the rest of his life; es-
tablishing a mill, building roads, pros-

pecting, digging the ore, and getting the
gold to market. World War I made sup-
plies, money and workers almost impos-
sible to get, so he worked alone.

He lived in a tiny cabin near the mill.
Today it is empty of all but a bed frame,
a simple table, cupboard, and a little
fireplace. There he wrote in his diary on
July 12, 1921: "Raining again this morn-
ing, a still, quiet rain. Have only heard
thunder once since daylight. Had lunch
at 12 and then went up to the top of
Rico Hill taking samples from 500 feet
east of camp to the top of the hill.

"July 13. Rested well last night but
am rather sore this morning. Clouds as-
sembling again this morning. Have about
50 samples to test. Some of them must
be broken and one part burned and then
panned and the other part panned in its
natural state. Have done a lot of pan-
ning. Have prospected the hillside from
the cabin to the top of Rico Hill. There
is easily 2000 tons of ore on the hillside
which will pay to mill. This ore will run
from $5.00 to several hundred per ton.
It should average $15.00 and $25.00 ac-
cording to my panning. I am tired to-
night, this climbing at this altitude is
hard on me. I have about 40# of samples
to pan in the morning." The next day he
prospected, looking for the Manzanita
workings, which he failed to locate.
" . . . on my way back I found an old
Mexican mortar."

Still alone, Wolverton was injured in
a fall from his horse. Friends from
Hanksville coming to check on him,



found him very ill and took him out of
the mountains to a hospital. A necessary
operation was successful but he con-
tracted pneumonia and died.

His claims are in other hands, the mill
deteriorates more each year, and the "Old
Spanish Mine" keeps its secret. There are
no Indians left to claim that the curse-
has worked once again. Through the
years a series of attempts to defy it have
failed.

One very colorful story begins in the
1860s shortly after the Civil War. A
soldier-miner, working his way west,
blundered into the "Unknown Moun-
tains" and stumbled on the rich mine.
After getting a few samples he was driv-
en off minus horse and pack animals, his
supplies and tools. When he reached a
town to the southwest and had the sam-
ples tested, they found him a partner.
With a local guide the two went back
for a second try. Making sure the guide-
did not see the actual mine, the men
loaded up several pack animals. The
guide buried his shovel and pick-ax near
a tree and they started down the moun-
tain, heading west through the desert to
Rabbit Valley. Thirst drove the miners,
in spite of the guide's warnings, to drink
tainted water. Both men became ill, the
soldier dying after they reached town and
his partner within the year. Much later
the guide led a party back to the spot.
He found the tools but no gold.

Wolverton's "old Mexican mortar" is
a heavy, solid fact. It sits now among
succulents and Indian artifacts in the

Does this "Mexican mortar"
found near the Woverton Mill
and supposedly used to smash
gold ore indicate the legend
of the "Old Spanish Mine"
is true?

Hunt garden at Hanksville, Utah. It mea-
sures 35 inches in length, 9 inches high,
with a width from 12 to 17 inches. A
deep groove down the center holds the
hand stone with finger holes. This type
of mortar was used to grind small samples
of very rich ore. Weighing over 100
pounds it is not something the average
prospector would carry in his backpack.

Another solid fact is the finding of
two piles of gold beside the skeleton of
a mule, when Fremont passed through
the region on his last western expedition
in 1848. The actual route an early ex-
pedition might have used can be pointed
out from Coyote Benches, at the mouth
of Straight Creek Canyon. With field
glasses, pointed to the northeast, I could
make out clearly the cut of Sunset Pass
in the Orange Cliffs.

In 1956 Lurt Knee led a party of us
through that pass. We went on north,
following the bench between the Orange
Cliffs and the rim of Cataract Canyon
on the Colorado River. We had to make
our own road for the last 20 miles to
take our four-wheel-drive jeep as it was
the first car ever to penetrate into Stand-
ing Rock Basin. The next day we hiked
down a very old trail toward the big
river. An emerald-green meadow in a
curve of canyon walls is marked on
USGS maps as "Spanish Bottoms." Down
the talus slope along the trail we found
a beautiful set of stone steps. Not on the
map because they have been "lost" sev-
eral times, they are known to old-timers
as "The Spanish Steps," sign posts along
the earliest trade route from Sante Fe,
New Mexico to Los Angeles, California.
No one knows how long the steps have
been there. They may well have carried
gold to Spain from the old mine on
Straight Creek.

Perhaps science will someday develop
a recording instrument sensitive enough
to give back words heard by rocks and
walls. Then the Wolverton Mill will
speak with the voice of its builder to tell
of his great dream and perchance the old
Mexican mortar will divulge at last the
secret of the Spanish gold. •
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STRADDLING THE Utah-Arizona bor-
der is the 96,000-acre Monument

Valley Navajo Tribal Park. A few miles
from the entrance to the park is a trading
post and a legendary figure who calls
himself "The Old Indian Trader" lives
there. That man is Harry Goulding.

It was on his invitation that my wife,
Joy, and I spent five days in Monument
Valley, and our lives will never be the
same. Sentimentalists we are, lovers of
the peace, serenity and beauty of the
desert we are, preservation-minded for
our scaled, furred and feathery friends
we are, cognizant of the devastating situa-
tion of the Navajo Indian we are, but
how inadequate we really felt after that
visit.

Although Harry Goulding has bowed
to modern-day progress, a "necessary
evil" to him, the atmosphere at the Trad-
ing Post and Lodge is evidence that he
refuses to give in completely. The ac-
commodations provided are beautiful,
spacious and air-conditioned, but when
you look out over the veranada at the
sprawling valley floor, the present is all
but forgotten and you find yourself in his
22

Home of the
proud Navajo

Indians,
Monument
Valley is a

land of many
moods and

changing
colors,

accentuated
by the

escarpments
and mesas.

AH photos by
the author.

world of unbelievable beauty and peace.
The old dinner bell still rings to call his
family of guests to the large community
dining hall as it has through the many,
many years and the ever-present hospi-
tality lingers as Harry, his wife, Mike,
and managers Maurice and Rosemary
Knee dine and chat with their guests.

I think Harry knew I wanted to for-
mulate my own opinions of both the
valley and him. He said very little, but
he had that knowing look in his eyes.
Having lived with the Indians for so

many years, he has adopted many of their
philosophies and ways, one of which is
to size up a man very slowly and very
quietly. It occurred to me later that this
is what he wanted to do with me because,
despite the fact that the trading post has
many four-wheel drive vehicles, with air-
conditioning, that journey out each day
with the guests who wish to tour Monu-
ment Valley off the beaten path, he sug-
gested that he take us out alone in his
own vehicle, a little white Jeepster that
he lovingly called B/nrito. Although no



Mission
^ ^ ^ J by Bill Knyvett

other person alive knows the valley as
does Harry, being on the desert for so
long had produced a built-in sense of
caution and our little burrito was fitted Two Navajo
out with enough gear and supplies for sisters and
us to survive indefinitely! their dog rest

As we drove toward the ranger station while herding
Harry explained how the Navajo tribe sheep at the
had set up their own commission to con- foot of the
trol and police their own tribal park, formation
rather than relinquish it to federal con- known as
trol. It is a credit to the Navajos that no "The Three
park or monument, federal or state is Sisters."



Harry Goulding and his wife, Mike, were among the first white settlers in Monu-
ment Valley where they established a trading post. They speak fluent Navajo and

have been long-time champions of the Indians. Photo by Joseph Muench.

less littered than Monument Valley.

Down on the valley floor Harry point-
ed out the various beautiful colored spires
and monuments that were, indeed, awe-
inspiring. Occasionally he would stop
and point to some view or object and we
soon learned that he was about to tell us
of some memorable happening of the
past. Perhaps it would be an old aban-
doned hogan where a cherished friend
had lived and died, or a certain cave or
ancient ruin he and Mike had first dis-
covered. Sometimes he would just stop
and silently gaze at some far off view
and we knew he was recalling his own
private moments of the past.

The first day was overcast and the true
brilliance of the monoliths was lost as we
took a very circuitous route to Surprise
Canyon. It was here, hidden from from
view until the very last moment, and only
24

after a steep hike, we saw the first of the
many natural arches that are part of the
beauty of the land.

As the day passed and Harry took us
deeper and deeper into his beloved valley,
our love for this beautiful creation of
Nature grew, as did our love and respect
for Mr. Goulding. How patiently he ex-
plained the history, the trials of establish-
ing the trading post and of his desire to
preserve the valley for his life-long
friends, the Navajos. It is one thing to
view the valley from afar, or from photo-
graphs. It is another feeling to be in
among the monuments. You not only
see them, you become a part of them.
You readily understand why the Navajos
would pray to a certain monument during
illness, for wasn't that monument in-
habited by a good spirit, and are not the
spirits there today?

Gazing into the infinite horizon of the
valley, we wondered what the thoughts
must have been when Harry, as a young
wrangler with a few days off after a long
trail ride, topped the Comb Reef and
looked down on the then unknown valley
for the first time. So impressed with the
beauty and formations was he that right
then his life changed. He returned with
his bride, pitched a tent at the base of
a sandstone cliff and discovered his mis-
sion in life. Establishing the trading post
and dealing with the Indians opened his
eyes to the deplorable conditions under
which the Navajos eked out an existence.
His dedication to the advancement physi-
cally, socially and culturally of the Indian
has in itself been a monumental one.

It was on land that he provided that
the first hospital in Monument Valley
was erected in 1950 by the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. They brought modern
medical science to a much-needed area
and with the creation of an air-strip at
Goulding's, injured and ill Indians can
be swiftly transported or transferred.

It was Harry's determined faith in the
valley and its people that brought the
movie cameras of Hollywood during the
30's with the filming of "Stagecoach."
This opened the door to the employment
of many Navajos and brought economic
stability for many an "extra". The movies
also exposed the entire country to the
beauty of the valley and before long he
and Mike were in the tour business.



Tour vehicles (right) from
Goulding's Lodge wind through

picturesque Monument Valley.
Prehistoric Indians lived in

Monument Valley (below) but
disappeared before present day

Navajo Indians arrived.

With the construction of modern roads
came more people and the accommoda-
tions enlarged, although the original
trading post is still doing business as
in the days of old.

One of the memorable trips which he
took us on included a section of the park
called Mystery Valley. We left the paved
road and were simply gobbled up by the
silence and peacefulness as we wound our
way up canyons investigating old cliff
dwellings and petroglyphs. In one area
he pointed out where apparently two
different peoples had lived as was evi-
denced by two very different styles of
workmanship and materials used. At the
scene of another he became livid upon
discovering that since his last trip vandals
had been tearing apart the walls of a
home of the ancient ones, mute evidence
that even in desolate places such as this
desecraters are commiting their heinous
acts. Yet at another point we all knelt
in the red dirt as he showed us where
ants in making their subterranean quar-
ters had brought to the surface small
fragments of shell beads dating back to
600-1200 A.D.
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We noted the pride in his voice when
he pointed out that Navajos never camp
at a water hole. Their way is to locate a
distance away to allow the birds and ani-
mals access to the life-giving fluid.

On the return trip Harry told us how
in all his years of trading with the
Navajos the most satisfying deal he ever
made was for the Navajos! He explained
how he and Mike had traded 46 years of
work, since the two of them first learned
the language they speak so fluently back
in 1924, and donated the trading post to
Knox College of Galesburg, Illinois,
with the proviso that all profits be used
for scholarships for their beloved brown-
eyed friends.

Under the college's management the
trading post will thusly carry on Harry's
mission for years and years to come, ever
up-grading and advancing the native
American Indian and as Harry says "in
some small way repay his debt to them."

In a valley where monuments are many
and are measured in hundreds of feet,
none stands so tall as Harry Goulding,
for truly he is a human monument for the
brotherhood of men! HI

r
JL Worthy Cause
In the few days spent with Mr.

Goulding we discussed many ways
in which his mission can be helped
by people everywhere. I feel that
as DESERT Magazine readers we
particularly should feel the need to
help a member of our desert family.
Let's go through our wardrobes
and locate a few articles of clothing
or anything that might be useful to
these people, and put them aside,
when next you go marketing pick
up an extra item and put it aside.
Package it up securely and mail it
to:

Monument Valley Mission Hospital

Monument Valley, Utah 84536

If you're planning a vacation in any
part of northern Arizona or south-
ern Utah, take it with you and
deliver it in person. You'll be glad
you did. J
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by Ronald Shofner
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WHEN i was a boy of 12, my family
took a vacation to the painted

land of southern Utah and northern Ari-
2ona. Having lived in California's cen-
tral valley all my life, my young imagina-
tion was thoroughly enchanted by this
fairytale landscape of sculptured cliffs,
crimson hills, and hidden canyons.

I recall vividly when we were on Sun-
set Point at the rim of Bryce Canyon
listening to a park ranger talk about the
wonders of the fantastically eroded, pink
amphitheatre below us. He concluded his
talk with a sweeping gesture of his arm
toward the hazy country stretching as far
as the eye could see. He said we were
standing on the edge of civilization, and
what we were viewing was largely wild-
erness, still to be searched for other won-
ders like Bryce Canyon. At that moment
I developed a curiosity that has taken me
back again and again.

Some six years later, a group of local
citizens raised enough money to build a
road that pushed into the heart of this
area. This road, known as the Cotton-
wood Cutoff, in addition to shortening



the distance from Bryce Canyon to Lake
Powell by about 70 miles, traverses some
of the West's most unusual and varied
country.

The first step begins at the turnoff to
Bryce Canyon from Utah State 12. Here,
follow State 54 eastward and south to
the quiet Mormon village of Tropic,
which was settled in 1891. Called Tropic
because of the contrast in weather to
Bryce Canyon, the canyon is carved into
the Paunsaugunt Plateau directly above
the town. In addition to seeing the un-
usual views of Bryce Canyon from be-
low, you can visit the reconstructed home
of Ebenezer Bryce for whom the canyon
was named. Ellis LaFevre, an historically

minded citizen, has created a small mu-
seum of the local area in the Bryce home. •
On display are pioneer relics and Indian
artifacts. It is on the main road as you
leave the other side of town.

The real jumping off place is five
miles later at the redrock hamlet of Can-
nonville. It was named after George Q.
Cannon, a Mormon leader at the time of
settlement in 1876. This town of 150
people is the last chance for gas and sup-
plies. There are no services for the next
70 miles. Two and one-half miles to the
south of town, at the Kane County line,
the paved road ends and the dirt road be-
gins.

If stormy weather appears likely, it is

not wise to take this road as dry washes
can become raging torrents. Whether it
looks stormy or not, local inquiry as to
road conditions should always be made.

About a mile after the pavement ends
there is a fork in the road. The left-hand
road is the Cottonwood Cutoff which
fords the Paria River a few hundred
yards from the fork. The right fork
eventually meets the Johnson Canyon
road 33 miles later. About eight miles up
this fork is Bull Valley Gorge which
makes an interesting side trip.

The gorge is cut into Navajo Sand-
stone and is tremendously deep and nar-
row, similar to the well-known Zion
Narrows.

Descent into the canyon involves a
hike of about one mile upstream, starting
to the right after crossing the bridge.
Here the canyon broadens into a valley

Bryce Canyon (opposite page) is one of Utah's many colorful national and state
parks. In Butler Valley, Grosvenor Arch (above) is 152 feet high. It was formed

of Winsor sandstone during the age of the dinosaurs.
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making entry easy. Some climbing is in-
volved in negotiating the small water-
falls in the usually dry stream bed. I have
hiked about two miles downstream from
the bridge. The gorge is so narrow in
places it seems like you're in a cave. I
would recommend this hike only to the
adventurous and hardy. If you enter the
gorge, keep an eye out for rain condi-
tions as a flash flood here could be dis-
astrous.

About a mile before returning to the
Cottonwood Cutoff begins the descent
of a hill climbed on the way to the gorge.
Here at the top of the hill, it is worth-
while to walk about 100 yards to the
northern edge. You will see a splendid
wide-angle view of the Paria River Val-
ley with the 10,500 foot Table Cliffs
Plateau dominating the horizon.

Once back on the Cottonwood road
and after an easy ford of the Paria River
(which normally is the size of a creek)
the road proceeds overland through a
variety of colorful land. Four and a half
miles later the short side road to Koda-
chrome Flats turns to the left. Once
known as Thorny Pasture to the rugged

Angel Arch
is only one highlight of your
Canyonlands tour with Kent Frost
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guiding know-how with modern
vehicles and knowledge of
the area.

Tours from one day to
two weeks are available.

To receive the Frost's color
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the coupon below.

CANYONLANDS TOURS
KENT FROST-MONTICELLO, UTAH 84535
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cattlemen who have ranged here since
the turn of the century, this area is one
of mystery and beauty. Nature's finely
carved rock forms are hewn out of bril-
liant red Entrada sandtsone. There are
small pockets and flats between them
which can be roamed freely. The mys-
tery, which has yet to receive an ade-
quate explanation, is how the numerous
tall, gray, totempole-like spires sprinkled
liberally throughout the Flats came into
being. One theory is they are "ancient
petrified geyser holes." While devising
your own theories and enjoying the beau-
ty, there are a few picnic tables under
shady junipers and pinons where you
can relax.

Back out on the main road and 10
miles further is the one-mile side road to
Grosvenor Arch. Sculptured out of one
of the many cream-colored ramparts
forming Butler Valley, the 152-foot-high
double arch is one of the highlights of
the trip. The arch, formed in Winsor
sandstone deposited in the age of dino-
saurs, is capped by a resistant layer of
mauve-colored D a k o t a sandstone-con-
glomerate. Petrified wood can be found
in this stratum. The arch was named after
the president of the National Geographic
Society when one of their exploring par-
ties "discovered" it for the outside world
in the 40s. It had been known for years
before by the cattlemen as Butler Valley
Arch. Regardless of what it is called, the
arch is one of the finest works of nature
in the southwest.

It's possible to ascend the span and
actually stand on the summit. The top
may be approached from either side. The
left approach follows up a gulley which
can be seen after rounding the left abut-
ment. The easier route starts up a few
hundred yards to the right. After ascend-
ing a fairly gentle slope to the top of the
buttress, a walk to the western edge will
bring the arch in view. A little maneu-
vering with courage and carefulness will
make the summit. I must emphasize
carefulness. When you're up there, it's
a long, long way down!

As the road leaves Butler Valley it
makes a small descent into one of the
most unusual canyons in the west, Cot-
tonwood Canyon. As the name implies,
the canyon is lined with the spreading
shade of the restful cottonwood tree.
Springs and campsites are plentiful in
this 15-mile section. The canyon paral-



lels what geologists call the East Kaibab
Monocline, known on maps as the Cox-
comb.

Coxcomb is an apt description of the
upturned, exposed strata piercing the sky
for the length of the canyon. The west
wall is massive; white Navajo sandstone
sliced here and there by knife-like can-
yons incised by small tributaries of Cot-
tonwood Creek. In places the Navajo
sandstone has a frosting of brilliant ma-
roon Carmel sandstone which is saturat-
ed with iron oxide. This is the same for-
mation that caps the temples in Zion
Canyon causing the walls to be streaked
blood-red.

About 10 miles before the road's
junction with Highway 89, the Paria
River is met again. The kaleidoscope of
colors and rock forms in Cottonwood
Canyon is invaded here by the river. It
enters from the west through a gateway
carved into the Coxcomb. Some maps
show the Cottonwood Cutoff and the
Paria ghost town road joining through
this canyon. It is only passable by 4-
wheel-drive vehicles.

Parking where the road meets the

Paria and walking one mile upstream
through the canyon will reveal an ex-
ceptional colorful valley. It is entirely
surrounded by the many-banded Chinle
formation, the same geological formation
of the Painted Desert. Petrified wood de-
posits of gem quality once abounded here
but have been nearly depleted by collect-
ors.

Do not confuse the Paria townsite, on
the northeast side of the river, with a
movie set used for "Sergeant's Three" on
the south side of the river. Paria (Piute
word for 'elk') was a Mormon outpost
under the frontiersman and missionary
Jacob Hamblin in 1867 and was settled in
1872. Subsequent floods wiped out this
little agricultural community. Today only
a few, small, unoccupied cabins remain.
Paria may be approached also from the
south by a five mile dirt road which
turns off 33 miles east of Kanab on
Highway 89.

After passing through the Coxcomb,
a pleasant sojourn in Paria country ends.
The road, inspired and built by the citi-
zens below Bryce Canyon, skirts the talus-
covered bases of the last mesas before the

open country on the way to Lake Powell.
A few miles later the Cottonwood Cutoff
meets the pavement of Highway 89, 25
miles from Lake Powell.

This pavement marks the end of an
adventure through spectacular country. If
it had not been for far-sighted citizens,
it would still be known only to lonely
cowpunchers—as it was when I stood on
the rim of Bryce Canyon some years ago.
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DON HOEL'S Cabins
"In the Heart of

Oak Creek Canyon"
on 89A — 19 miles south of Flagstaff

10 miles north of Sedona

YEAR ROUND SEASON

Licenses, Fishing, Hunting, Horses, Hiking,

Swimming, Photography, Groceries, Tackle

Write for rates: DON HOEL'S CABINS,
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Northwest Timbered
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For people who love the land—A tract
of Recreation Land for YOUR Own!

In Northern Idaho, Northeastern Wash-
ington, and Western Montana. In the
heart of lakes and big game country. All
covered with growing timber. Access, Title
insurance with each tract. This is select
land with natural beauty, recreational
and investment values. We have tracts of
many types and sizes from which to
choose, including beautiful Northwest
Waterfront property. Your inspection wel-

P.O. Box 106, Opportunity Station
Spokane, Washington 99214
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Arches
of

White
Mesa

by Jack Pepper

ALTHOUGH HE spoke English, our
. Navajo Indian guide used his na-

tive language to give directions as we
headed for a natural arch formation sev-
eral miles away. Even at that distance,
we could see the arch, silhouetted against
the blue Arizona sky, was of tremendous
size.

In our four-wheel-drive vehicle, we
had left any semblance of a road several
miles back and were slowly driving
through a valley criss-crossed by deep
and impassable ravines. Since there were
no trails, our route was like that of an
ant trying to get back to his hill after a

child had streaked his fingers through
his sandy path.

Our expedition had been organized
the previous day by Bill Greene and Har-
ry Goulding. Bill was born and raised in
the area and his father, Art Greene, and
Harry Gouldings are cousins who pio-
neered the white settlement of Navajo-
land. Semi-retired, Harry now devotes
most of his time to helping the Navajo
Indians and exploring the back country,
looking for new arches and landmarks.

Since Bill runs guided four-wheel-
drive tours from Wahweap Lodge and is
constantly looking for new places to take
his guests, Harry had suggested we ex-
plore the White Mesa area south of Page,
Arizona.

Although he knows the Monument
Valley area as well as the Navajos, Harry
Goulding was not too familiar with the
White Mesa area, so he arranged for us
to pick up an Indian guide en route. The
guide, Jim Begay, had returned to the
reservation after serving in the armed
forces during World War II and living
in California. However, Jim had not
been in the White Mesa area since before
his military service.



Spectacular arch (left)
evidently had not

been seen by a white
man for many years

before it was
rediscovered by

author and his party.
An abandoned hogan

and corral (lower,
left) at the foot of
White Mesa. "The

Poodle" was a natural
name for monolith

at right.

He had been speaking English prior
to our leaving the last vestiges of civiliza-
tion, so I asked Harry, who speaks Nava-
jo fluently, why Jim had changed to his
native tongue. Turning to Jim, Harry
spoke a few words of Navajo—which I
can only describe as beautifully soft and
soothing.

"He says that since he is trying to find
his way through the area like he did
when riding a horse years ago, his native
language seems more natural," Harry ex-
plained.

After passing several abandoned Nava-
jo hogans—the Navajo name for home—
we finally arrived at the foot of the giant
arch, which towered hundreds of feet
above us. From its base there was a sheer
drop of a hundred or so feet and from
which we could see Navajo Mountain
nearly a hundred miles away.

Leaving the arch we circled the bottom
of White Mesa. Harry explained our In-
dian guide was trying to find a little
known entrance to the top of the mesa
which he had accidentally discovered
when a boy while herding sheep.

As we approached what looked like a
sheer blank sandstone cliff, Mel Schopp-
man, a former cowboy who wheels a
four-wheel-drive like he handles a horse,

stopped. Jim whispered in Navajo to
proceed. Mel shrugged his shoulders
and headed for the blank wall. Then we
spotted the small opening through which
we were barely able to get the vehicle.
Climbing up a steep grade, we snaked
the car onto the top of the mesa and
through pine trees, some of which we had
to cut the branches in order to follow the
old horse trail.

Suddenly Jim held up his hand and
said "stop" in English. I am glad it was
in English so Mel understood as we were
within a few feet of a precipice—and
ahead of us was a precipice and on the
other side was a precipice.

"We are surrounded by precipices," I
muttered as we got out of the vehicle to
take pictures of the scenery which can
only be described in photographs. On the
way back down, Jim told us—in English
—that he doubted if anyone—including
Navajos—had been in the area for many
years.

This is not true today as Bill Greene
is now making our "discovery" one of
the stops on his guided tours. I am cer-
tain he has instructed his drivers and
guides to say the magic word at the end
of the trail ut-ta-hunta, which in Navajo
means STOP. •
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T HE WUPATKI National Monument,
thirty miles north of Flagstaff, Ari-

zona, may look̂  like the land that God
forsook. But there was a time when it
resounded with the shouts of happy
children and buzzed with the activities of
Indians living in a Utopia of their own.
Water was plentiful, garden crops grew
well, enemies were almost nonexistent
and enough timber was available to satis-
fy all their needs.

The area was a melting pot of tribes
who mingled freely with the original in-
habitants, the Sinaguas. The Pueblos
moved in from the northeast and brought
their dry farming techniques with them.
Mogollon groups came in from the south-
west; Cohoninos came from the west and
Hohokams, who were irrigation farmers,
came from a territory somewhat to the
south.

From about 600 A.D. until a volcanic
eruption in 1065 chased the Indians
away, they lived in pit houses covered
with brush which kept them warm in
winter and cool in summer. After re-
turning to the area in about 1120, how-
ever, they built their homes on high rocky
outcroppings, using slabs of Moencopi
sandstone and clay mud in much the same
way a modern mason uses bricks and
mortar.

The first Indians who moved back
into the area after the eruption soon
learned the volcano had not been a com-
plete catastrophe because the ash and light
cinders which now covered the ground
prevented evaporation of the normally
light rainfall. This retention of moisture
made it possible for them to grow crops
where nothing would grow before.

As soon as knowledge of the better
growing conditions became known
abroad, many Indians moved into the
area causing Wupatki to become the larg-
est pueblo for miles around. It contained
about 100 rooms and was four stories
high, giving rise to its Indian name, Wu-
patki, meaning "Tall House."

The Indians' period of prosperity last-
ed for nearly 100 years. The intensive
farming of the land soon wore it out, and
to make matters worse, winds gradually
blew away that protective layer of ash and
cinders making it difficult to raise decent
crops. In addition, a series of drought
years began in 1215 and became pro-
gressively drier until the great drought
12

Ruins
Of

Tall
House

by Milo Bird
Photo by Janice Beaty

of 1276 to 1299. However, the Indians
didn't wait that long before deserting
their drought-ridden land. By the year
1225 none remained and their pueblos
were left to the mercy of wind and de-
cay.

Seven hundred years after the Indians
deserted Wupatki, the Civil Works Ad-
ministration, one of those alphabetical
groups for which Washington, D.C. was
famous in the early 1930s, undertook to
excavate and restore part of it. In 1933-
34, the Museum of Northern Arizona did
additional excavating, and the National
Park Service did further work in 1941-
42 and in 1952-53. Since that time the
Park Service has adopted the policy of
preserving rather than restoring those
ancient archeological structures. In keep-
ing with this policy, the restored portions
of Wupatki were removed thus leaving
the walls as they were when white men
first saw them.

As a person approaches Wupatki ruins
from the Monument headquarters he
comes to the edge of a slight dropoff
and looks out upon a great pile of stone
houses, some fairly complete, others just
low walls. In the foreground is a circu-
lar wall four feet high and about sixty
feet in diameter with stone seats around
its interior. It resembles kivas of neigh-
boring Anasazi except there is no evi-
dence this one had ever had a roof. No
one knows what use the Indians made of
it although it is called an amphitheater.

Another circular enclosure 150 yards
from the amphitheater is thought to have
been a ball court because it resembles
ball courts found farther south in Arizona
and Mexico.

A hole through a stone cubicle near
the ball court connects to a subterranean
cavern. Whenever external atmospheric
pressure is less than that in the cavern,
air rushes out of this opening, and rushes



back in when external pressure is higher.
Air rushes out when a falling barometer
indicates an approaching storm, and rush-
es back in after the storm has ended. No
doubt this phenomenon was recognized
by the Indians but there is no evidence
they had connected any of their religious
rites with it.

A modern building beyond the ruins
houses a spring which furnished water
for the Wupatki dwellers but which is
now used only by wild animals.

Paragraphs in a pamphlet available in
the headquarters building describe in-
teresting features in and near the ruins.
One of these is the ventilation system
used by the Indians. If a room stood by
itself, a doorway could afford access and
ventilation, but when room after room
were added, each one being a separate
home it was necessary to build ducts from
the outside so fresh air could enter inner
rooms. Also since those inner rooms had

no doors, roof hatches served as access
openings and as channels through which
smoke could escape.

Some of the upper rooms were so con-
structed that cracks in the foundation
rocks served as vents. Vents in ground
floor rooms always seemed to be directed
toward the fire pits necessitating wind
breaks consisting of upright flat stones
set in the floor transverse to the air flow
to prevent it from blowing fires around
the room.

During excavation several infants were
found buried beneath the floors. Such
burial practice was probably based on the
belief that the dead child woul be reborn
as the mother's next baby.

To utilize every possible inch of space,
the Indians built their walls to the very
edge of the supporting rock, and in some
cases wide cracks were bridged with
beams of ponderosa pine which have now
held up those walls for 800 years. Since

many such beams were found in the Wu-
patki ruins they added greatly to the tree-
ring dating of events mentioned in this
article.

Although the Wupatki Indians did not
have a great variety of wild plants at
their disposal, they did have ephedra or
"Mormon Tea" which they used medic-
inally, probably in the same way that
ephedrin obtained from the Chinese vari-
ety of ephedra is used. Seeds of the four-
wing saltbush or "chamiza" were ground
for food.

Copper bells and the skeletons of ma-
caws found during excavation of trash
heaps proved that those Indians traded
with tribes living farther south in what
is now Arizona and in Mexico.

A person could spend five minutes or
many days exploring deserted homes in
the Wupatki National Monument, but
what he sees or feels or hears as he stands
in the presence of those ruins is as varied
as people themselves. Does he see merely
a jumble of dirty old rock walls, or does
he see a city of people busy with their
daily chores? Can he visualize the labor
of prying those rocks loose from their
embedding soil using only a broken limb
as a digging tool? Can he envision the
tremendous task of carrying all those
rocks back to the village and lugging
them up rickety ladders to the top of a
wall? Does he wonder at the ability of
men to chop down ponderosa pine trees
using only sharp edged rocks? And can
he imagine the labor and sweat expended
in dragging those logs several miles and
finally lifting them into place to become
lintels over cracks in the base rock, or
roof beams strong enough to support the
dirt floor of a house above?

Does a person see and hear and feel
these sights and sounds as they existed
700 years ago or does he see only a pile
of dirty rocks; hear only the whistle of a
buzzard wheeling high overhead and feel
only the sting of windblown sand against
his face?

Therein lies the difference between him
and the person who sees well-built homes
sitting safely upon high outcroppings,
hears the buoyant laughter of happy,
healthy people and feels the air of a
community electric with its daily chores
in a land free of smog, traffic jams and
monumental taxes. The one sees the land
that God forsook; the other sees an In-
dian Utopia. •
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Mitch Williams invites you to

TAG-ALONG
Where? Fantastic Canyonlands National Park
When? The Year Around
How? By air-conditioned Jeep

Jet Boat Float Boats
How Long? A day or a week

Daily trips as well as camp trips
Request: Free Brochure and '70 camp schedule
From: TAG-A-LONG TOURS, Dept. B

P.O. Box 1206, 452 North Main St.
Moab, Utah 84532

TAG-A-Long invites you to visit Canyon-
lands with them, where the air is clean,
rivers unpolluted and where there is space
and time for people to really live.

BOOK REVIEWS
(Continued from Page 6)

West they are not concerned so much
with geography as they are with the peo-
ple who migrated and the legends they
created during that period of American
history when men were too busy surviving
to take time to chronicle their experiences.
When these experiences were later told
and retold they became legends.

As defined by the Readers Digest En-
cyclopedic Dictionary, a legend is "an
unauthenticated story from earlier times,
preserved by tradition and popularly
thought to be historical." It follows that
each individual legend on the truth scale
can range from zero to one hundred per-
cent. It also follows the position of the
legend on the truth scale depends upon
how much a person wants to believe—or
not believe—in that particular incident.

This is the basis of Lost Legends of
the West in which the authors examine
the "lore, legends, characters and myths
that grew out of the Old West." Both
Brad Williams and Choral Pepper are
good writers and have an exceptional
flair for providing just enough pros and
cons to excite the imagination and then
dropping the legend so the final decision
is up to the reader.
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TOM TOM
Anybody can see Northern Arizona via paved highways,
but it takes TOM TOM Tours in 4-wheel drive vehicles to see

.the hidden beauty.

All regular tours of TOM TOM Custom Tours
throughout Northern Arizona are designed with the
photographer, sportsman, treasure hunter, outdoorsman
and adventurer in mind.

From the San Francisco Peaks (highest point in Arizona), through
rugged remote canyons, Indian country, volcanic fields (training
ground for astronauts) and fascinating deserts.

Custom Tours to satisfy anyone. Group rates available on request.
All tours conducted in 4-wheel drive vehicles.
For further information and reservations write:

W. I. Vaughler, TOM TOM TOURS, Dept. 70, 1701 No- J Dr., Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 602 774-2065
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Included among the more than 20
"lost legends" are such intriguing sub-
jects as lost bones, lost ladies, lost towns,
Pancho Villa's lost head, lost diamonds
and many other subjects now no longer
"lost." The authors' first book, The My-
sterious West, published two years ago,
is still very popular. Their second book
should be just as well received. This re-
viewer recommends it as a fresh approach
to the always fascinating history of the
Old West. Hardcover, illustrated, 192
pages, $5.95.

SOUTHWEST INDIAN COUNTRY

Compiled by Sunset Editors

The dramatic character of the South-
west is best reflected in the life and art
of its people. And within the past year
there has been a renascence by white peo-
ple in their interest in the economic, cul-
tural and artistic life of native Ameri-
cans.

This is apparent in the number of new
shops in California featuring crafts and
jewelry made by American Indians, in-
cluding our own Indian Craft Shop in
the Desert Magazine Building.

Aware of this renewed interest, Sunset
Editors have published a travel guide to
Arizona, New Mexico and southern Utah
and Colorado covering some 48 reserva-
tions and Indian pueblos.

Handsomely illustrated with 49 black-
and-white photographs, a large collection
of Indian art in full color and nine de-
tailed maps, the guide is organized into
four major sections: the Navajo, Hopi,
Hualapai, and Havasupai of northern
Arizona; the pueblo villages of New
Mexico and the Ute reservations of south-
ern Colorado; the Apache tribes of Ari-
zona and New Mexico; and the Pima,
Papago and "river people" of Southern
Arizona.

Special sections include information
about Navajo rugs, Hopi kachina dolls,
pueblo pottery, Papago basketry, Indian
beads, and pictographs and petroglyphs.
Regardless of whether you plan a trip
through these areas, Southwest Indian
Country will provide you with a greater
appreciation of our native American peo-
ple and their cultures. Large format, well
illustrated, 80 pages, paperback, $1.95.



Dessr
Gardeni

THIS is a time to change from the
colorful gardening season of spring

to the summer tempo of heavy mainten-
ance. Most important is an awareness of
the water needs of plants and lawns to
help them cope with the high demand
for moisture, and the competition from
weeds. Getting ready for vacation periods
as well as finding yourself torn between
the jobs you have to do and the things
you would like to do keeps the desert
gardener well occupied.

You can improve the job of maintain-
ing gardens as well as having positive
insurance that your garden will have
water when it needs it by installing an
automatic system. Manual type systems
can easily be converted to an automatic
control system by using converting units
that fit into the manual valves.

Check bubblers to make sure all are
operating. Sprinkler heads in shrub bor-
ders, in lawn and ground cover areas
may need to be raised to allow for heavy
growth of plants or turf build-up. Timing
schedule on automatic clocks may need
readjusting for increased watering. Set
up controls to allow water to flow long
enough at each watering to fill basins to
their full depth to get moisture deep into
the ground.

Extend basins on citrus and shade trees
to the drip line. In all cases keep soil
moist, not wet or soggy. A green scum
over a watered area is a good indicator
of excess moisture.

Reducing the red spider problem on
junipers can be a simple project when
you use a strong jet of water on the
foliage of the different kinds of junipers.
The accumulation of dust on juniper
foliage creates ideal conditions for red
spider build-up. Use this easy insect con-
trol method at least once every two or
three weeks.

For summer color in high elevation

gardens plant portulaca, salvia, dwarf and
tall marigold. In low elevation gardens
add Madagascar periwinkle to the list.
You can encourage sweet alyssum to a
longer season of flowering by applying
liquid organic fertilizer as well as getting
,i new surge of growth. Clean up dead or
dying spring annuals.

Plant new palms or do your trans-
planting during hot weather. Keep all
palms moist throughout hot weather
periods. When transplanting, tie outer
fronds together with twine to protect
inner growth bud from the drying effects
of hot sun or wind whip.

Control the unwanted growth of Ber-
muda grass in open areas or in Dichondra
lawns with the use of Dowpon. Several
applications may be required to control.
The use of a spreader-sticker increases
the effectiveness of the material.

Lawn planting of hot weather grasses
can proceed during the next four or five
months. Plant Dichondra from seed in
clean areas to get quick results. Plant hy-
brid Bermuda, St. Augustine, and lippia
from divisions or plugs out of flats or
plant rooted stolens. Apply high nitrogen
fertilizer to get fast recovery when Ber-
muda turns light green. Apply when
grass is dry and water in thoroughly after
applying. Avoid overwatering Bermuda
lawns that have recently been seeded.

In high elevation gardens of the west-
ern Mojave desert, sod lawns of blue
grass have proved most successful in
areas where wind is a problem in seed-
ing. Bermuda lawns that refuse to turn
dark green are often affected by the in-
ability of the soil to convert iron to a
useable form and you have to treat some
areas with a chelate material.

Roses are at their best this month in
all areas. Keep them blooming by apply-
ing rose fertilizer while plants are in full
bloom. Remove faded flowers. Apply
iron sulfate or chelates if plants begin
to show chlorotic tendencies. Apply a
new mulch where mulches have become
depleted. Keep up regular watering
schedules to keep soil moist. Soak rather
than sprinkle. If you must sprinkle, set
up schedule for early morning hours to
permit moisture to dry early in the day
and also to avoid scalding plants.

In low elevation gardens plant new
citrus. Paint exposed stems or branches

with tree white paint to protect from sun
burn. Provide citrus trees in lawn areas
with extra fertilizer to compensate for
competition with lawn roots. Deep water-
ing will also be necessary. Apply citrus
fertilizer at least once every 30 days until
September. Citrus seldom require much
pruning. Shape irregular growth only
and remove suckers growing at the base
or within the structure of the tree. Dead
wood can also be removed.

Container planting in patio areas as
well as in entrance areas produces the
kind of special effect that puts the finish-
ing touch on most any kind of garden
layout. The portable garden has great
flexibility to provide color of the right
kind at the right time.

This arrangement also permits moving
plants into protected areas of a wide
overhang or carport during the periods
of summer heat stress. Watch the water
needs of container plants, it may be neces-
sary to water daily when plants are older
and roots have filled container.

Complete the removal of frozen or
dead wood on subtropical and tropical
plants. Reshape or thin hibiscus, Natal
plum, bougainvillea, lantana, or Cape
honeysuckle to keep plants in control
and to stimulate new growth and flower-
ing wood. •
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Gene and Mary Foushee's

RECAPTURE LODGE § TOURS
There are still places like this . . . peaceful, quiet,
remote. And just a 15 minute stroll, or a five minute
drive, or a stone's throw from Recapture Lodge. Be-
sides scenery and tranquility like this, we have geolo-
gist-guided tours to Monument Valley, Canyonlands,
Poncho House . . . and lovely spots you've never
heard of.

m Nightly slide shows. Heated Pool. Play-
grounds. Automatic laundry. San Juan
River trips.

_—^ Send for our color brochure
BLUFF, Utah 84512 Ph. (thru Moab) 2281

Zuni Olla Maidens wearing traditional dress

The broadest line of handmade

Indian Arts and Crafts in America.

HANDMADE INDIAN JEWELRY

Hopi Navajo Zuni

INDIAN-MADE NOVELTIES
With tag "Made by an American Indian" meeting Federal Trade Commission regulations

INDIAN DOLLS POTTERY FROM ALL PUEBLOS

INDIAN PRINTS NAVAJO RUGS SADDLE BLANKETS

Handmade merchandise cannot be catalogued

because they are one-of-a-kind items.

One of Gallup's Show Places

GALLUP INDIAN TRADING CO
Route 66 West Gallup, New Mexico

INSCRIPTIONS AT WILLOW SPRINGS
(Continued from Page 9)

According to the Perkins journal the
missionaries left Bountiful, Utah, near
Salt Lake City, on April 14, 1873. The
itinerary was by the way of the newly-
constructed Lee's Ferry, bridging the
once-formidable barrier of the Colorado
River, southward into Arizona by Nava-
jo Springs, Limestone Tanks, Cedar
Ridge, Willow Springs (the first date we
noted here was by H. K. Perkins, May
18, 1873) and to the Little Colorado
River and its Grand Falls.

After exploration of the Little Colora-
do River country, the group of mission-
aries decided to retrace their steps. Fear
of the Apaches, scarcity of water, bar-
renness of the land and unsuitable land
for settlement discouraged the men from
staying longer.

But when the exploration party re-
turned to Willow Springs they encounter-
ed other Mormons migrating southward.
The journal relates that camped at Wil-
low Springs were "54 wagons, 112 men
and boys, 6 women and one child."

As noted in the Perkins journal, the
first group returned home to Utah. Dis-
couraged, they felt their mission had been
a failure. Actually the trip was notable,
as it laid out the first real Mormon road
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Many years after prehistoric
Indians carved petroglyphs on

this rock, Mormons inscribed their names.

from the Colorado River to and along
the Little Colorado River. U.S. Highway
89 follows approximately this original
trail today.

There were at least 14 years, as indicat-
ed by dates on canyon walls, in which
Willow Springs was a camping ground
for the migrating Mormons. The crumb-
ling rock ruins which we had explored
had been a trading post and fort. Report-
edly, there were two other trading posts
at Willow Springs.

These "guest registers" are a monu-
ment in Arizona history. For such Ari-
zona towns as Show Low, Pinetop, Snow
Flake, Tuba City, Moencopi, Holbrook,
Taylor and Mesa were settled by stalwart
Mormon pioneers who passed by the way
of Willow Springs.

To find the inscriptions go north of
Cameron for 17 miles on U.S. 89. Look
east, and about l/2

 m ^ e m t n e distance,
at the base of the red cliffs, you will see
the old ruins of the trading post. Also
at this point you will see the old Moen-
ave highway proceeding east. Follow this
road to within 200 yards of the trading
post. Here is the Willow Springs stream.
Inscriptions are found on adjacent walls
and boulders. •

Calendar of
Western Events

APRIL 24 & 25, VISTA GEM & MINERAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW, 1375 Oak Drive, Vista,
Calif. Free admission. Write P. O. Box 233,
Vista, Calif. 92083.

APRIL 25 & 26, SHOWER OF GEMS, spon-
sored by the Arrowhead Mineralogical Society,
Alpha Lyman School Auditorium, across from
the San Bernardino County Museum, Bloom-
ington, Calif. Admission free. No dealers.
APRIL 25 & 26, ROCKWRANGLERS
ROUNDUP, sponsored by the Southwest
Rockwranglers, Gardena Armory, 2100 West
154th Street, Gardena, Calif. Free admission,
parking, door prizes. Seven major dealers and
demonstrators.

APRIL 25 & 26, TREASURES OF THE
EARTH SHOW sponsored by the El Cajon
Valley Gem & Mineral Society, Drew Ford
Motor Co., La Mesa Blvd., La Mesa, Calif.
Write C. F. Hughes, 113 Almyra Rd., El Ca-
jon, Calif. 92021.

MAY 2 & 3, 1970 FAST CAMEL CRUISE
sponsored by Sareea Al Jamel 4WD Club,
near Indio, Calif. Overnight camping, 4WD
events, scenic cruise. All 4WD owners wel-
come. Write Box 526, Indio, Ca. 92201.
MAY 2 & 3, SAN DIEGO ANTIQUE BOT-
TLE CLUB fifth annual show, Scottish Rite
Memorial Center, Interstate 8, Mission Valley,
San Diego. Write P. O. Box 536, San Diego,
Calif. 92112.

MAY 2 & 3, Wildflower Show, Stinson Beach,
Calif.

MAY 2 & 3, TOURMALINE GEM & MIN-
ERAL SOCIETY'S ANNUAL SHOW, Helix
High School, 7323 University Ave., La Mesa,
Calif. No dealers. Write Carl Hamlin, 4621
Dana Drive, La Mesa, Calif. 92041.
MAY 8-10, CUESTA SPORTORAMA, spon-
sored by five sportsmen's clubs of San Luis
Obispo County, Cuesta College, Highway 1
between San Luis Obispo and Morro Bay. All
types of sports and recreation exhibits, enter-
tainment, outdoor activities, etc. Write P. O.
Box J, San Luis Obispo, Calif. 93401.
MAY 9-24, JULIAN WOMAN'S CLUB 44th
ANNUAL WILDFLOWER SHOW, Julian
Town Hall, Julian, Calif.
MAY 16 & 17, SAN JOSE ANTIQUE BOT-
TLE COLLECTORS ASS'N. 3rd annual show,
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, 344 Tully
Rd., San Jose, Calif. Free admission, over-
night camper-trailer parking. Write Louie Pel-
legrini, 145 Pine Lane, Los Altos, CA. 94022.
MAY 16 & 17, SANTA BARBARA MINER-
AL & GEM SOCIETY'S SHOW, Boys Club
Bldg., 632 E. Canon Perdido St., Santa Bar-
bara, Calif.

MAY 16 & 17, YUCAIPA VALLEY GEM
AND MINERAL SHOW, Grange Hall, 12165
Second St., Yucaipa, Calif. Free admission and
parking.

. . . FIND OUT
WHAT IT'S WORTH!

JJ Ever wonder if any of those rocks have "j j
ZZ any value as a commercial ore? Find n
2JJ out fast with our:

— Spectographic Analysis—
~ Over 65 commercially valuable S
E elements detected $5.00 E

E Gold Assays $3.00 E

™ Send 4 oz. sample and check or

Money Order to:

E REED ENGINEERING
620 S. INGLEWOOD AVE.

« • INGLEWOOD, CALIF. 90301

iTiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui

TRAILERS CAMPERS

Office TraiUr

Family Sleeping, Dining,
Cooking Facilities Enroute

2 LIGHT SYSTEMS - 2 WATER SYSTEMS

Over 500 Rental Dealers

. . . for addresses, write "SCOTSMAN"
WEST- P. 0. Box 2114, Gardena, Calif. 90247
EAST- P. 0. Box 108, Oswego, Kansas 67356
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LAKE POWELL ADVENTURE
(Continued from Page 16)

Art Johnson, my former SCUBA div-
ing guide and the manager of the Wah-
weap Marina, recommended Oak Can-
yon, just above the Rainbow Bridge in-
let and about 55 miles from the marina,
as a good camping site and headquarters
for exploring that section of the lake.

So I resisted the urge to explore the
dozens of canyons on the way to the
campsite, reserving them for my return,
and arrived at Oak Canyon in time to set
up camp and throw in my fishing line
before sunset. I didn't get a bass, but the

\

STOP THAT
THIEF WITH
I OCKSTRAP
A revolutionary new design
secures all G.I. cans to your
carrier. Attaches to rear slot.
If for 4" high rear panel
state if 1" slot or iy 2 " slot.
All steel construction, bright
zinc plated. m - e n

Type D Only OliOU
Send for FREE Brochure Showing
Other Models to Fit Any Vehicle.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Route 4, Box 188, Salem, Oregon 97302 /

large catfish which took my waterdog
while I was making a fire was more than
enough for the evening meal.

I spent the following morning explor-
ing the picturesque canyons in the. im-
mediate vicinity and that afternoon head-
ed for Rainbow Bridge, which I first
photographed in 1964. (See Desert,
April, 1964). A sudden windstorm had
made the main lake a bit rough, so the
calm waters of the Rainbow Bridge inlet
were welcome.

(Usually calm, the main waters of Lake
Powell during certain times of the year
can become turbulent from sudden wind-
storms. Although not dangerous, the
white caps make boating for small craft
uncomfortable, so the best thing to do is
go into one of the many canyons and re-
lax until the winds subside).

I docked at the floating Rainbow
Bridge Marina which is maintained and
open nine months of the year by Wah-
weap Lodge. This unusual marina is lo-
cated in protected waters under sheer
cliffs. It has gasoline, canned goods, ice
and other commodities for hungry and
thirsty boaters—including beer—except
on Sundays since this part of the lake is
in Utah. Vaden Walker, manager, and
his charming wife, Lottie, make you feel
at home as you stretch your legs and in-
quire about the way to Rainbow Bridge.

The largest natural stone arch in the
world, Rainbow Bridge is 309 feet high

Goulding's . . . in
Monument Valley
"Best in the West"

Near Arizona-Utah Line

Only Accommodations in Monument Valley

Guided Tours in Air-conditioned Vehicles

Private Airstrip

NAVAJO
SANDPAINTER

Write for brochure: by Clifford Bond

Goulding's Lodge and Trading Post
Box 1, Monument Valley, Utah 84536 Phone via Moab, Utah JL7-1172

3. T
• - w ' 'X. a- -

and 278 feet wide with a vertex 42 feet
thick. It was first discovered by white
men in 1909 when 14 horseback riders
penetrated the unknown wilderness and
suddenly came upon the awe-inspiring
wonder.

Today a good trail, slightly more than
a mile and maintained by the National
Park Service, goes from where you dock
your.boat to the first view of the bridge.
From there you are on your own for you
could spend an entire day exploring the
national monument.
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This is an isolated area and only one
ranger is available. The last time I was
there he filled a huge gunny sack full of
paper and cans thrown on the trail by
visitors. He laboriously hiked the trail on
his anti-litter trek, hauling the litter back
to the boat dock. SO PLEASE CARRY
YOUR LITTER WITH YOU, IN-
CLUDING CIGARETTE BUTTS AND
FILM DISCARDS.

Although Rainbow Bridge is probably
the most photographed /arch within the
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area,

Dwarfed by the giant
sandstone escarpments, a boat
(left) is watched by early
morning fishermen as it heads
up the Escalante River.
With a houseboat (below)
you can choose your own camping
site and fishing hole.

there are dozens of other historic land-
marks which can be seen by boat as you
cruise through the scenic canyons and
into the tributaries of what was once the
Colorado River.

Two of great historical value are Hole-
In-The-Rock where in 1880, two hundred
and thirty-six men, women and children
lowered their wagons and livestock down
a slim crevice and crossed the Colorado
River en route to their new Mormon
settlement at Bluff, Utah. The other is
Crossing-Of-The-Fathers where, in 1776,
Father Silvestre Escalante was believed
to be the first white man to enter Glen
Canyon and cross the Colorado on a
shallow area shown to him by friendly
Indians.

Returning to my base camp at Oak
Canyon, I caught a bass on my third cast
and after watching the sunset and finish-
ing my last cup of coffee, I fell asleep
under the brilliant Milky Way.

For the following three days I explor-
ed the canyons and tributaries of the
Colorado River and the Escalante River,
which flows into the Colorado north of
the San Juan. I had intended to proceed
up the Colorado to Halls Crossing and
the Bullfrog Marina, but time ran out.

This summer I plan to launch my boat
at Bullfrog Marina which is now reached
by a new paved road from Hanksville,
Utah, and explore the northern section of
Lake Powell.

On the way back to Wahweap I "lost"
a day since I could not resist the tempta-
tion to explore the canyons along the
way, each one of which has its own my-
steries and "just around the corners."
When I arrived at the marina, Art John-
son said he was not worried about my
being a day late.

"Most people come back a day or two
later than they Had planned," he said.
"There's just too much to see."

I disagree. There isn't too much to see
in the Glen Canyon Recreation Area—
there just isn't enough time.

f] TBUBBii TflW)

So VISITORS to Navajoland can see the
area by land, water and air, a "three-

day complete package tour" is now avail-
able. It is described by Bill Greene, man-
ager of Canyon Tours.

"Starting at Wahweap Marina on the
first morning, we board the tour boat
and head for Rainbow Bridge, 55 miles
up Lake Powell. On the way, tour guides
explain the sights and take you through
picturesque canyons.

"Arriving at Forbidding Canyon, we
take the short hike inland to view Rain-
bow Bridge which, until just a few years
ago, was inaccessible except by pack-
mule or hiker. After a leisurely lunch
under the arch, we board our boat and
visit more awe-inspiring canyons and
then make camp at our permanent over-
night campsite. Here is roughing it in
style with steaks prepared by your pilots,
comfortable sleeping on cots, swimming,
and a lazy evening around a campfire
while the guides recite stories about the
area and the early days.

"On the second day we wend our way
toward the San Juan River, again visiting
side canyons. Cruising up the San Juan,
we photograph scenic areas such as Nasja,
Cha and Desha until we reach Nokai
where we leave the boat and board four-
wheel-drive vehicles.

"We are driven through the rugged
canyons of the Navajo Indian country
where we see prehistoric Indian ruins,
hogans and the Oljato Trading Post, fin-
ally reaching Goulding's Lodge, over-
looking Monument Valley. We stay over-
night here and the next day are taken on
a guided tour of mysterious Monument
Valley.

"The only thing you have to provide
for the trip is your camera and film. De-
cide how much film you are going to
bring, and then double the amount be-
cause the entire trip is a photographer's
paradise.

"Returning to Goulding's we are met
at the nearby airport by pilots from Page
Aviation who provide a scenic flight
back to Page where you will discover
your life has been immeasurably enriched
by the beauties of the strange and haunt-
ing Lake Powell and Navajoland." •
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The Trading Post Classified Ads
BOOKS - MAGAZINES

OUT-OF-PRINT books at lowest prices! You
name it—we find it! Western Americana,
desert and Indian books a specialty. -Send
us your wants. No obligation. International
Bookfinders. Box 3003-D, Beverly Hills, Calif.

OVERLOOKED FORTUNES" in minerals and gem
stones; here are a few of the 300 or more
you may be overlooking: uranium, vanadium,
tin, tungsten, columbium, tantalum, nickel,
cobalt, gold, silver, platinum, iridium, beryl-
lium, emeralds, etc. Some worth $1 to $2 a
pound, others $25 to $200 per ounce; an
emerald the size of your thumb may be
worth $1000 or more; learn how to find,
identify and cash in on them. New simple
system. Send for free copy "Overlooked For-
tunes in Minerals," it may lead to knowledge
which may make you rich! Duke's Research
Laboratory, Box 666-B, Truth or Consequences
New Mexico 87901.

FOR SALE: The complete works of Zane Grey.
All matched hardback covers, 65 volumes,
like new. $200.00. C. Papenhagen, 401
Hillcrest Dr., Prescott, AZ 86301.

LOST DESERT GOLD, legendary and geological
history of the southern California desert, with
photos and maps to pinpoint locations. $2.50
postpaid. Gedco Publishing Co., Box 67, Bell-

-f lower, Calif. 90706.

OLD BOTTLES, INSULATORS—Today's biggest
treasure hunt. "Old Bottle Magazine"—best
source information, identification, prices, lo-
cations, history. Sample: 50t. Twelve months,
$4. Box 243-D, Bend, Oregon 97701.

DESERT MAGAZINE, 1946-1969, complete ex-
cept April 1947, in binders. Make offer.
Joe Smith, 304 Picker, Wood River, Illinois
62095.

WILD & WOOLY WEST books: 3 0 # Rail's on
narrow gauge trains, Mark Twain's Jumping
Frog, Service's Yukon Poems, Uncle Jim's
Book of Pancakes, Matthews' Navajo Weavers
& Silversmiths, Faulk's Simple Methods of
Mining Gold, $1 each postpaid. Cushing's
Adventures in Zuni, Englert's Oliver Perry
Wiggins, $2 each. All profusely illustrated.
Send stamp for catalog of Western Books.
Filter Press, Box 5D, Palmer Lake, Colorado
80133.

"UPPER MOJAVE DESERT," first book toreveal
route of extinct Tonopah-Tidewater Railroad,
original names of present towns and cities,
the Borax story, biographies of pioneers.
Hardbound. Many priceless photos. Only
$4.95 postpaid from author: Mary O'Conley,
Jaker, Calif. 92309.

RIVER OF GOLD, the richect treasure of them
all. A new book "Treasure Travels'' contains
all new photos, maps and other valuable
information on California's most fabulous
treasure. $3 postpaid. Gedco Publishing Co.,
Box 67, Bellflower, Calif. 90706.

GEMS & MINERALS," the monthly guide~To
gems, minerals, and rock hobby fun. $4.50
year. Sample 25c. Gems & Minerals, Mentone
Calif. 92359.

SURVIVAL BOOKS! Guerrilla Warfare, Wilder-
ness Living, Medical, Guns, Self Defense,
Nature. Books—Vital, Fascinating, Extraor-
dinary; Catalog free. Adobe Hacienda,
Route 3, Box 517A, Glendale, Arizona 85301.

• BOOKS - MAGAZINES

GUIDE TO
ties, mi
lish-Spa
Gemac,
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MEXICO'S gems and minerals: locali-
nes, maps, directions, contacts. Eng-
nish glossary, too. $2.00 postpaid.
Mentone, Calif. 92359.

"DEAD MEN DO Tell Tales" By Lake Erie Schae-
fer. Facts about Frank Fish's mysterious death,
still unexplained. Sequel to "Buried Treasure
& Lost Mines" the Treasure Hunters manual.
$3 postpaid. L. Erie Schaefer, 14728 Peyton
Drive, Chino, Calif. 91710.

FREE 128 page catalog on detectors, books and
maps. General Electronic Detection Co., 16238
Lakewood Blvd., Bellflower, Calif. 90706.

• EQUIPMENT
GOLD DRY Washer plans, portable hand opera-

ted, recover gold from gold diggings, from
dry river beds, etc., by air principle. $2.00.
R. Bown, P.O. Box 791 , Arcadia, Calif. 91006

• FOR WOMEN
OF INTEREST TO WOMEN! New! Scientifically

contoured 6 ' /2" Nail File with ivory plastic
handle. Easier, smoother, faster. Send. $1.50
or ask for free brochure. Satisfo^-in nunr-
anteed. Canler Enterprises, Box 5183, Ingle-
wood, California 903 10.

• GEMS
"PAN YOUR OWN GOLD!" Complete kit in-

cludes illustrated instruction booklet, large
gold pan, package black sand concentrates
loaded with pure California gold! Great gift
item—kids, grown-ups. Instructive, educa-
tional, entertaining! Only $5.95 postpaid!
Box 431 , Midway City, Calif. 92655.

SHAMROCK ROCK SHOP, 593 West La Cadena
Drive. Riverside, California 92501. Parallel
to Riverside Freeway. Phone 686-3956.
Come in and browse; jewelry mountings,
chains, supplies, minerals, slabs, rough ma-
terial, equipment, black lights, metal de-
b t o r s , maps, rock and bottle books.

POCKET GOLD, $2. Placer gold, $2. Gold dust,
$1. Attractively displayed. Postpaid. Money-
back guarantee. Lester Lea, Box 237D, Mt.
Shasta, California 96067.

• INDIAN GOODS
FINE RESERVATION-MADE NavajoTTuni, Hopi

jewelry. Old pawn and Kachina dolls. Navajo
rugs, Yei blankets, Chimayo blankets and
vests, pottery. Kaibab moccasins. A collector's
paradise! Open daily 10 to 5:30, closed Mon-
days. Buffalo Trading Post, Highway 18,
P.O. Box 697, Apple Valley, Calif. 92307.

AUTHENTIC INDIAN jewelry, Navajo rugs, Chi-
mayo blankets, squaw boots. Collector's
items. Closed Tuesdays. Pow-Wow Indian
Trading Post, 19967 Ventura Blvd., East
Woodland Hills, Calif. Open Sundays.

• JEWELRY
JADE BAND RINGS (greenl lowest price ever!

Love and good fortune. Send $3.00. Gem
World, Box 143, Nester, Calif. 92053.

• MAPS
SECTIONIZED COUNTY maps — San Bernardino

$3; Riverside $1; Imperial, small $ 1 , large
$2; San Diego $1.25: Inyo $2.50; Kern $1.25,
other California counties $1.25 each. Nevada
counties $1 each. Include 5 percent sal*'* tnx.
Topographic maps of all mapped western
areas. Westwide Maps Co., 1 14 West ihird
Street, Los Angeles 13, California.

HOW TO PLACE YOUR AD
•fc Mail your copy and first-insertion remit-

tance to: Trading Post, Desert Magazine,
Palm Desert, California 92260. Classified
rates are 25c per word, $5 minimum
per insertion.

DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10TH OF
SECOND MONTH PRECEDING COVER DATE.

MAPS
"THE ROAD MAP TO California Pioneer Towns,

Ghost Towns, and Mining Camps"—over
400 places with index classifying and de-
scribing town or site. Folded or rolled, $2.95.
"The Road Map to Lost Mines and Buried
Treasures of California"—127 locations with
text providing best available clues. Folded
only. $4.00. California residents add 5%
sales tax. Both maps for $6.50. Varna En-
terprises, P. O. Box 2216, Dept. A, Van
Nuys, Calif. 9 1 4 0 ^

MAP OF CALIFORNIA. Locates lost mines, ghost
towns, early Spanish missions, routes and
trails. Authentic. Decorative, 2-color parch-
ment with Old West illustrations, 17" x 23" ;
$1.50 postpaid. Cooper Enterprises, 2690
Santa Rosa, Altadena, Calif. 91001.

OVERVIEW OF MOJAVE Desert Map, new two-
color 22x35-inch map on topo base. Features
Ghost Towns, Mining Camps, Historic Trails
and Routes, Abandoned Railroads, Indian
Sites, Geology and Special Back Country to
Explore. Price: $3.00 folded, $3.25 rolled.
Desert Enterprises, Box 286-D, Ontario, Calif.
91764.

CALIFORNIA DESERT and mountain 15' topo-
graphic maps on microfilm. Ideal for hikers,
back-packers, and group presentations. 50c
each. Free brochure: John C. Stevenson, Box
1263, Chula Vista, California 92012.

• MINING
ASSAYS. COMPLETE, accurate, guaranteed. High-

est quality spectrographic. Only $5.00 per
sample. Reed Engineering, 620-R So. Ingle-
wood Ave., Inglewood, California 90301.

ASSAYS: GOLD and silver, $3; platinum, $5;
spectrograph, $5; Utah Assaying Co., Box
16067-D, Salt Lake City, Utah 84116.

•J)LD COINS, STAMPS
I PAY $250 each for 1924 lc green Franklin

stamps rotary perforated eleven ($2,500
unused|. Send 25c for illustrated folders
showing amazing prices paid for old stamps,
coins, collections. Vincent, 85TP, Bronx, New
York 10458.

50 DIFFERENT LINCOLN cents. Beginning with
1909VDB. Nothing later than 1939. Graded
Good-Extrafine. $8.75 postpaid. Free catalog.
Monterey Coins, 311-D Homeland NW, Al-
buquerque, New Mexico 87114.

COMPLETE LINE U. S. coins, stamps, accessories.
Free Bargain Catalog. Monterey Coins, 311-D
Homeland Northwest, Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87114.

RARE 1878 CC Dollar $5.00. P, O or S mint
$3.00 each. Illustrated 65 page Catalogue
of coins, 50c. N. Shultz, Box 746, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84110.

• REAL ESTATE

GOVERNMENT LANDS—low as $1 acre. Mil-
lions acres! For exclusive copyrighted report—
plus "Land Opportunity Digest" listing lands
available throughout U.S., send $1 . Satis-
faction guaranteed! Land Disposal, Box 9091-
59E, Washington, D.C. 20023



• REAL ESTATE
SMOKE TREE Valley Desert Resort on the south-

ern slope of the Wiley Well geode beds.
Rockhounding, hunting, fishing, boating on
the Colorado River. Offers most unique cam-
per spaces in natural, park-like settings, with
pure, fresh water. Electricity available if
needed. Dig your own barbecue pit, use the
firewood from your own parking space. Smoke
Tree Valley Trading Post wi l l supply groceries,
gas, oil and al l those other forgotten neces-
sities. Write for reservations to: Smoke Tree
Valley Wafer & Power Co., Bob Distler, owner,
73-401 Royal Palm Drive, Palm Desert, Calif.
92260. Phone for reservations Thursday and
Friday evenings collect 6 to 10 p.m. (714]
346-1400 or contact this magazine.

NEVADA: 320 acres, 80 miles northeast Reno
in beautiful valley among working ranches.
No buildings. $67.50 acre. Trade for South-
ern California house, apartment or property.
Hamilton, 627 S. Thorson, Compton, Calif.

90221 . (213) 631-9265.
LAND! EASY TERMS less than bank rates. North-

west Timbered Acreages as low as $950 total
price. 5-10-20-40 acres. For people who
love the land—a tract of Recreation Land to
have for your very own! in Northern Idaho,
Northeastern Washington and Western Mon-
tana. In the heart of lakes and big game
country. Al l covered with growing timber. Ac-
cess and Title insurance with each tract. This
is select land with natural beauty, recrea-
tional and investment values. Plan for the
future and retirement recreation. We have
tracts of many types and sizes from which
to choose, including beautiful Northwest
Waterfront property. Your inspection is wel-
comed. Write us for free list, maps and com-
plete information. Write to: Dept 3C, Re-
forestation, Inc., P. O. Box 106, Opportunity
Station, Spokane, Wash. 92214.

GOVERNMENT P U B U C LAND (400,000,000
acresl in 25 states. Low as $1.00 acre. 1970
report. Details $1.00. Land Information,
422DM Washington Building, Washington
D.C. 20005.

• TRAVEL
AMERICA BY CAR" tells you what to see and

where to go in every corner of the U.S.
Lists scenic roads, important sights, best
places to eat and stay. This big book—
170,000 words—is as large as three novels!
Discover this great country by car. #HP-20T,
only $2.50. Available G & T Mail Order
Sales, 1772 Post Drive, N.E., Belmont, Michi-
gan 49306.

$485.00 WORTH OF VACATION DISCOUNT
Coupons! "Nationwide Discount Booklet"—
186 huge discounts: 5 % , 1 0 % , 2 0 % for
61 hotels, tours, restaurants; 44 stores, night
clubs; 81 motels, amusement areas, land-
marks, museums across U.S.A. Sold only by
mail . Send only $2.00 for your "passport" to
travel savings. Each coupon good for whole
family! Previews, 317-D, West 89th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10024.

TREASURE FINDERS
GOLDAK Treasure Locators—Pleasure and profit

in a hobby you'l l enjoy. Find coins, relics,
gold, silver. Charge on Bankamericard. Gol-
dak, Dept. DM, 1101-A Airway, Glendale,
California 91201 .

FREE CATALOG EXANIMO—a name you can
trust. Detectors, prospecting, treasure-hunting
equipment, sporting goods. Exanimo, Sequndo
2, Colorado 81070.

WHITE'S GOLDMASTER Metal-Mineral detectors.
Sales and rentals. (Rental applies on pur-
chase.) Terms or discount for cash. Bookman,
622 Orange, Redlands, Calif. 92373. Phone
793-6112, 10 a.m.—5 p.m. Closed Tuesdays.

• TREASURE FINDERS
ROTH METAL LOCATORS—for pleasure and

treasure. Authorized Roth dealer. Free infor-
mation. Sonac Industries, Box DM-1202, Po-
mona, Calif 91766.

POWERFUL METROTECH locators detect gold, sil-
ver, coins, relics. Moneyback guarantee. Terms
free information. Underground Explorations,

_Dept. 3A, Box 793, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025.

METAL DETECTORS: Detectron, Fisher, Goldak,
Metrotech, Precision, Rayscope. Send for free
information. Aurora Prospector Supply, 6286
Beach Blvd., Buena Park, Calif. 90620. (714)
521-6321 .

TREASURE-METAL and mineral locators. Free 24
page booklet. GeoFinder Co., Box 37, Lake-
wood, Calif. 90714^

FREE TREASURE G U T D E T Fact-filled collectors
edition; send 50? for postage. Also request
free literature on ultrasensitive, professional
Fisher Detectors. Fisher Research, Dept. D-5,
Palo Alto, California 94303.

GHOST TOWN EXPLORERS: Over 400 Mother
Lode locations in "California Pioneer Towns,"
$2.50 postpaid. Goldbug, Box 588-D, Alamo,

_ Calif. 94507.

FREE 128 page catalog on detectors, books and
maps. General Electronic Detection Co., 16238
Lakewood Blvd., Bellfiower, Calif 90706.

GOLD, SILVER, RELICS! Located with powerful
Detectron Metal Detectors. Free information.
Terms. Detectron, Dept. D-5, Box 243, San

_ Gabriel, Calif. 91778.

• MISCELLANEOUS
WIN $1,000,000? Possible in little-known

Government Oil Lottery. Odds better than
sweepstakes. Complete report $1.00. Conti-
nental, Box 9091-D, Washington, D.C. 20003.

MAKE YOUR shoe soles last forever. Information
free. Dale Lyne, 265 Hackensack Street,
Wood Ridge, New Jersey 07075.

MISCELLANEOUS
HELP WANTED: Experienced camera salesman-

clerk-manager. References required. Write
Phillips Camera House, 186 N. Main Street,
Bishop, California 93514.

COLLECTORS ITEM! Ten bread and pancake
recipes, from 1850 Placerville gold mining
camp. Send $1 to Betty Taylor, 333 South
Winchester Blvd., San Jose, Calif. 95128.

SOLID COPPER BRACELETS for wrist and ankle.
Latest style—correct f it. Stamp for brochure.
Christenson, Box 8222, San Diego, Calif.
92102.

GUMMED NAME AND address labels: 1000—
$ 1 , 3000—$2.25. Two week delivery. C.
Friday, 4705 Adam Road, Santa Susana.
Calif. 93063.

GOING ON VACATION? Prospect for gold/s i l -
ver. Complete instructions with sample gold,
$1.00. W. R. Matthews, 2140-1 W. Williams
St., Long Beach, Calif. 90810.

FREE CIRCULAR—Country Records and tape
cartridges, fiddle tunes, waltzes, Blue Grass.
Uncle Jim O'Neal, Box A-DM, Arcadia, Calif.
91006.

DESERT-MOUNTAIN HOMESITES
Acre Lots with Spectacular Views of High
Sierra and Owens Valley. Fishing, hiking,
and riding on the property. New skiing area
close by. Many western movies and TV made
in the GORGEOUS SCENERY. Paved roads,
electricity. "INDIAN SPRINGS".

R. F. OYLER
124 MAIN STREET

LONE PINE, CALIFORNIA

PHONE (714) 876-4105

~7)*A*£T SUBSCRIPTION FORM
^ ^ f - f m r m ^ PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA 92260
D ENTER A NEW SUBSCRIPTION D RENEW MY PRESENT SUBSCRIPTION

NAME

ADDRESS

G SEND GIFT SUBSCRIPTION TO:

NAME

ADDRESS

NAME

ADDRESS

Siqn Gift Card: "From

One Year $5.00 Two Years $9.50

(Or 2 One Years)

• PAYMENT ENCLOSED

• ALSO SEND DESERT'S 12-ISSUE HANDSOME

Date Binder(s) with Year(s)

ZIP CODE

Three Years $13.00

(Or Three One Years)

• BILL ME LATER

BROWN VINYL BINDER FOR $3.50

(includes tax and postage)
H Undated
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woman's
Viewpoint

T HIS MONTH'S column contains out-
door recipes you readers have con-

tributed. What clever gourmet cooks you
are! The past few weeks I have anxiously
watched for the mailman each morning
to see the recipes you would send. So
many recipes were sent, many will have
to be held over for future issues.

Starting with breakfast, how about
trying Beth Spencer's method of cooking
whole wheat cereal ? Before going to bed,
fill a thermos jug half full of whole
wheat. Add boiling water to the top and
screw on the lid. The next morning your
cereal will be ready to eat. It is hard to
beat the nut-like flavor and nutrition of
wheat cereal.

Another easy yummy breakfast treat
comes from Dale Ashman of Fillmore,
Utah. Stretch refrigerator rolls into
scones and fry in the grease left over
from sausage, ham or bacon.

Evelyn Nash of Lakewood, California
describes a breakfast treat that is guaran-
teed to impress your children. Heat clean
smooth stones in coals. Be sure they are
not damp or they may explode. After
taking out the center of a buttered slice
of bread, lay it on the rock and break an
egg into it. Turn over to fry the other
side.

The hearty main dish recipes sound
especially tasty. I suspect a can of spa-
ghetti warmed over a fire is not going to
satisfy my husband after he reads these
recipes.
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Camper's Chicken 'n' Dumplings
4 chicken breasts
1 can cream of celery soup
1 can cream of chicken soup
1 tbs. onion flakes ^
I can sliced carrots, drained

Bisquick - milk

Put chicken in pot, cover with water,
add salt and pepper and onion. Bring
to boil, then cover and simmer until
meat is tender. Remove chicken from
pot. Discard skin and bones, cut chicken
into bite-sized pieces, and return to pot.
Add soups and carrots to chicken and
broth. Bring to boil. Make dumplings
from Bisquick and milk and drop into
stew. Cook 10 minutes uncovered and
10 minutes covered. Serves six. Betty
Jurus—San Diego, California.

June Ellen's Mexican Stew

1 lb. stew beef
1 marrow bone
2 large carrots
3 medium tomatoes
3 medium potatoes

1/̂  medium cabbage
3 small squash
1 medium onion
1 clove garlic
3 sprigs coriander

Brown meat cubes. Add one quart of
water with marrow bone, onion, garlic
and coriander. Simmer in a heavy pot
with lid on. Add other ingredients and
cook over a low fire for two hours. Serve
with a green salad, fresh bread and a
mildly dry red wine. Ross Figgins—Po-
mona, California.

Foil Fun Dinner
Place bite-sized chunks of beef, onion,
carrot and potato in aluminum foil. Pour
a can of tomatoes, juice and all, over the
chunks. Sprinkle with a package of dry
onion soup. Cook all day in coals or in a
pit. Miriam Cameron—Rialto, California.

England Hay-Box Stew
Boil water and pour into a wide-mouthed
vacuum jug that will take hot and cold
liquids. While pre-heating the vacuum
jug, prepare your usual stew or soup re-
cipe but use half the amount of spices
and water as nothing boils off. Bring
stew to a boil and simmer for 5 minutes.
Pour out the water in jug and replace

with the stew. Cap tightly and wrap com-
pletely in thick layer of newspaper or
wrap tightly in a sleeping bag to keep
the heat in. In 8-9 hours your rib,-sticking
stew will be ready to eat. A similar "fire-
less" cooking method was used by pioneer
women crossing the prairies who were
unable to cook on a stove. The method
was also popular in England during the
second world war when fuel, food and
time were scarce. Elsie F. Berman—San
Pedro, California.

Now for a few dessert recipes;

Peanut Butter Cookies

(Can be used with a reflector oven)
11/2

 cups chunky peanut butter
1 cup sugar
2 unbeaten egg whites

Mix all together and drop by teaspoon-
fuls onto ungreased cookie sheet. Heavy
folded foil can be used. Bake until done.
Leave in the pan to cool a few minutes
before removing or they will break apart.
Skeptics can try the recipe at home first
and bake it at 350° for 10 minutes. It
really doesn't need any flour. Jean B.
Morgan—Claremont, California.

Blueberry Graham Cracker Sandwiches

Place a layer of graham crackers on the
bottom of a 9x13" pan. Spread on a lay-
er of blueberry pie filling. Prepare one
package of instant vanilla pudding,
spread it carefully over the blueberries,
and cover with another layer of crackers.
Use a pancake turner to lift each sand-
wich out. Bertha Newcomb—Lincoln,
California.

Outdoor Apple Dumplings

Put one No. 2l/2 can of apple pie filling
in a skillet with l/2 cup water and bring
to a boil. Cut refrigerated biscuits in
fourths, place on the apples, sprinkle
with sugar and cinnamon. Put on a tight
cover and simmer twenty miuntes. Ellen
E. Pope—Bowman, North Dakota.

Thank you readers, for taking time to
share your recipes. My husband and I are
leaving for the back country tomorrow,
and I'm going to try out many of them.D
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T h e F a c t I s . . .
The article titled Weekend Treasure Hunt-

ing by Nema Anderson, DESERT, February,
1970, leaves me baffled. Many times I've
journeyed and camped and metal-detected this
World War II training area. The picture ac-
companying this article, of someone glassing
the hills for foxholes once used by the men of
General Patton's troops, is a sort of mirage
picture. It seems to me that Patton's Tank
Corps was trained in the Cottonwood and Oro-
copia Mountains east of Indio. And this is
some 150 miles distant from Mitchell Caverns.

This leads me to suspect that much that is
written about such "treasure hunting" borders
a bit too closely to fiction. At any rate, the
factual basis is shaky. At one time an article
similar to this written about old Fort Cum-
mings, sent me searching for what the writer
termed "a relic-hunter's paradise." After two
days of diligent work with detector, shovel,
and aching muscles, I had recovered two rusty
horseshoes. Not much return for the $150
spent on this trip. I must say, however, that
I learned a profitable lesson, which is: not to
give too much credence to fictions masquerad-
ing as fact.

Despite this, I enjoy your magazine very
much. In it I have found good advice on places
to visit and hobbies to pursue. I would only
ask that the fiction be labeled accordingly to
protect the innocent.

WILBUR P. SMITH,
Cudahy, California.

Editor's Note: We appreciate Reader Smith's
comments and are sorry for his aching muscles,
but he is off the true trail. General Patton's
troops held maneuvers throughout hundreds
of square miles in San Bernardino and River-
side counties. I have personally seen their fox
holes in the Cargo Muchacho Mountains,
south of Wiley Well, near Essex and in other
isolated areas. To the many readers who have
asked us to pinpoint the locations, we are
sorry, hut probably the only detailed maps are
in the World War II archives in Washington.
D.C.

As for Fort Cummings. the writer of the
article did find relics there. Maybe Mr. Smith
was a bit too late. For 31 years Desert Maga-
zine has printed fads, not fiction, and during
that lime we have always slated part of the
wealth you find in searching for lost mines.
bottles or what have you is the wealth you re-
ceive from just getting out in the open and
enjoying the healthy living. And that's the
facts.

Hee-Haw. . .
This letter is about as slow in coming as

one of my burros. Mr. Delaney's article about
Hee Haw Valley in the July issue of Desert
Magazine was great and most appreciated. I
am enclosing couple feathers for your hats for
a job well done. Many thanks again.

BOB TUPA.
Hee Haw Valley,
Vista, California.

Letters

Editor
Letters requesting answers must include
stamped self-addressed envelope.

Metal Detectors . . .
In general you have a very enjoyable maga-

zine and I read it cover to cover, but I have
one suggestion. How about an article con-
cerning the various metal detectors, their range,
price, usefulness, etc. For some time I have
been interested in purchasing one but I do
not know where to start. The price ranges
from $19.95 to $400.00 and each one claims
to be the best. Several of my friends have the
same problem. They do not know how to
evaluate the numerous types on the market.

H. I. YEATER,
Brawley, California.

Editor's Note: I recently attended the con-
vention of the Prospector's Club of Southern
California. There must have been 15 different
types of metal detectors used and each owner
swore his was the best. Evaluating metal de-
tectors is like trying to say what automobile is
the best. Like buying an automobile, the best
thing to do is visit metal detector distributors
and try out the models. We recommend and
will vouch for those advertised in Desert Ma-
gazine.

His Lucky D a y . . .
After reading Black Jade by Al Penton in

the March, '70 issue, I decided I would try
and locate the jade. I am a rockhound, but
also a working man and only have one day
off a week. I believe in luck and I had it that
day (March 10).

When I got to the mountain I saw a Ford
Bronco parked in the quarry. Scouting around
the area, I came upon two men gathering rock,
which was blade jade. They said they had
been here before and possibly they were the
two men who gave Mr. Penton's pals the ride.

1 only had a passenger car and had to hike
up the mountain the hard way as only a four-
wheel-drive could make it. But after about two
hours' diggings I had two nice pieces of jade
about 12 pounds each and other smaller pieces,
all totaling about 40 pounds.

VICTORVILLE ROCKHOUND.
Editor's Note: For obvious reasons the writer
of this letter asked his name be withheld. If
he can find the black fade, so can other Desert
readers. Good hunting!

Rambling On Rocks . . .
I have been a steady subscriber of the Desert

Magazine for many, many years and enjoyed
reading every issue, not blarney, FACTS. I
happen to be a retired Immigration Officer
from the Mexican Border, and know the desert,
but I love it up here.

In your March issue Rambling on Rocks by
Glenn and Martha Vargas really is superb. I
have read it two times. I have had a large
number of people ask me, "Just how is an
agate—geode formed?" I have always had a
pretty good idea, but to try and explain it
would be quite lengthy, so I just said,
"Through volcanic action"—to the tourist. It

satisfied them, but the rockhound was more
skeptical, knowing there was more to it than
that.

I wish to congratulate Glenn and Martha
Vargas on their very fine article. It is so well
explained. I do not know them, of course, but
by chance they might be visiting up in this
country I would like the opportunity of meet-
ing them. c A 'CHUCK" HULL,

Chuck's Rock Shop,
Rapid City, S. D.

It Serves A Good Porpoise . . .
It's a long way from the California desert

to the beaches of the Florida Keys, but a good
idea adapts to a variety of climates.

Your article Artistry in Ironwood, (Febru-
ary, '70) provided great inspiration for what
to do with our mounds of driftwood.

A few folks down our way have "tinkered
up" some rather monstrous driftwood lamps
and ash trays, but nothing to approach the
subtle artistry of Mrs. Slocum's work. The
simple lines which she used to express the
motion and humor of her roadrunner is quite
amazing.

They say that imitation is the highest form
of compliment. If so, I hope that True Slocum
won't mind if I experiment with her technique.
Her desert clown, the roadrunner, has an
ocean-going counterpart in the porpoise, if I
can just find the right piece of wood.

Thank you, Mrs. Slocum and Jack Pepper,
for a marvelous idea and an interesting article.

GERALDINE GREENE,
Tavernier, Florida.

Editor's Note: And thanks to the many other
readers who sent in letters expressing their
appreciation to Mrs. Slocum. There were just
too many to publish.

Mother Lode Articles . . .
I was born and raised in the Mother Lode

section of California, but never see any articles
pertaining to this section. I buy your magazine
on the newsstand when I want a little desert
reading. RAYMOND CUSLIDGE,

Yreka, California.

Editor's Note: Reader Cuslidge evidently did
not buy the issues containing articles on the
Mother Lode. During the summer months we
run many articles each year on his country.
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Art Greene's

WAHWEAP LODGE and MARINA
* • < * • * *

When you vacation at Lake Powell "come as The Marina has complete fishing supplies,
are" and stay at Wahweap Lodge. Relax in our licenses, all types of rental boats (including
spacious rooms with scenic views and enjoy houseboats), food and camping supplies, repair
our cocktail lounge, luxury dining, gift shops. facilities and ample docking for your boat.

ART GREENE
SEZ . . .
HOWDY, PARTNER!
COME TRY OUR

j

((ventures
We, the boating pioneers, offer you exploring, guided back
country jeep trips, hunting, fishing, hiking, photography, all
watersports and trips to fantastic canyons and Rainbow Bridge.

ONE DAY TRIPS TO RAINBOW BRIDGE
l i / 2 HOUR TRIPS TO GLEN CANYON DAM

LAKE TOURS OF ANY LENGTH, FROM ONE TO FIVE DAYS

Write for brochure and information to:

CANYON TOURS, INC.
WAHWEAP LODGE & MARINA

P. 0. Box 1597, Page, Arizona 86040 Phone (602) 645-2433


